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MAXIMUM INDEPENDENT SETS ON RANDOM REGULAR GRAPHS
˚JIAN DING, :ALLAN SLY, AND ;NIKE SUN
Abstract. We determine the asymptotics of the independence number of the random d-
regular graph for all d ě d0. It is highly concentrated, with constant-order fluctuations
around nα‹ ´ c‹ logn for explicit constants α‹pdq and c‹pdq. Our proof rigorously confirms
the one-step replica symmetry breaking heuristics for this problem, and we believe the
techniques will be more broadly applicable to the study of other combinatorial properties
of random graphs.
1. Introduction
An independent set in a graph is a subset of the vertices of which no two are neighbors.
Establishing asymptotics of the maximum size of an independent set (the independence
number) on random graphs is a classical problem in probabilistic combinatorics. On the
random d-regular graph Gn,d, the independence number grows linearly in the number n
of vertices. Upper bounds were established by Bollobás [8] and McKay [20], and lower
bounds by Frieze–Suen [16], Frieze–Łuczak [17] and Wormald [24], using a combination of
techniques, including first and second moment bounds, differential equations, and switchings.
The bounds are quite close, with the maximal density of occupied vertices (the independence
ratio) roughly asymptotic to 2plog dq{d in the limit of large d — however, for every fixed
d there remains a constant-size gap in the bounds on the independence ratio. For a more
complete history and discussion of many related topics see the survey of Wormald [25].
In fact, a long-standing open problem (see [1, 3]) was to determine if there even exists
a limiting independence ratio. A standard martingale bound implies that the indepen-
dence number has Opn1{2q fluctuations about its mean, so an equivalent question was to
prove convergence of the expected independence ratio. This conjecture was recently resolved
by Bayati–Gamarnik–Tetali [6] using interpolation methods from statistical physics. Their
method is based on a sub-additivity argument which does not yield information on the
limiting independence ratio or the order of fluctuations.
In this paper, we establish for all sufficiently large d the asymptotic independence ra-
tio α‹ “ limnAn{n, and determine also the lower-order logarithmic correction. Further,
we prove tightness of the non-normalized independence number, proving that the random
variable is much more strongly concentrated than suggested by the classical Opn1{2q bound:
Theorem 1. The maximum size An of an independent set in the random d-regular graph
Gn,d has constant fluctuations about
A¯n ” nα‹ ´ c‹ log n (1)
for α‹ and c‹ explicit functions of d, provided d exceeds an absolute constant d0.
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2 J. DING, A. SLY, AND N. SUN
The values α‹ and c‹ are given in terms of a function ‹Φ ” ‹Φd defined on the interval
p5{3qplog dq{d ď α ď 2plog dq{d: the function is smoothly decreasing with a unique zero α‹,
and we set c‹ ” ´r2 ¨ ‹Φ1pα‹qs´1 (positive since the function is decreasing). Explicitly,
‹Φpαq “ ´ logr1´ qp1´ 1{λqs ´ pd{2´ 1q logr1´ q2p1´ 1{λqs ´ α log λ (2)
where q is determined from α by solving the equation
α “ q1` pd{2´ 1qp1´ qq
d´1
1` q ´ p1´ qqd´1 on the interval 1.6plog dq{d ď q ď 3plog dq{d,
and λ “ qr1´ p1´ qqd´1s{p1´ qqd. For λ determined from α in this manner we will see that
‹Φ1pαq “ ´ log λ, therefore c‹ “ r2 log λ‹s´1 for λ‹ corresponding to α‹.
A natural question is whether the same behavior holds for regular graphs of low degree.
Though it is certainly possible to determine an explicit d0 from our proof, we have not done
so because the calculations in the paper are already daunting, and have not been carried out
with a view towards optimizing d0. More importantly, our result is in line with the one-step
replica symmetry breaking (1rsb) prediction, which is believed to fail on low-degree graphs
where physicists expect full replica symmetry breaking [5]. In the latter regime no formula
is predicted even at a heuristic level.
1.1. Replica symmetry breaking. Ideas from statistical physics have greatly advanced
our understanding of random constraint satisfaction and combinatorial optimization prob-
lems [19, 22, 21]. This deep, but for the most part non-rigorous, theory has led to a detailed
picture of the geometry of the space of solutions for a broad class of such problems, in-
cluding exact predictions for their satisfiability threshold. While some aspects of this rich
picture have been established, including celebrated results such as Aldous’s solution to the
random assignment problem [4] and Talagrand’s proof of Parisi’s formula for the Sherrington–
Kirkpatrick spin-glass model [23], many of the most important ideas remain at the level of
conjecture. We believe that recent developments, including our own previous work [13, 12],
make it possible to establish thresholds predicted by this theory for many such models.
The natural approach to studying the independence ratio is the (first and second) moment
method applied to the number of Znα of independent sets of fixed density α. Indeed, an
analogous approach correctly determines the asymptotic independence number for the dense
Erdős-Rényi random graph [18]. On sparse random graph ensembles, however, the second
moment approach fails to locate the sharp transition. Due to the sparsity of the graph,
almost every independent set can be locally perturbed in a linear number of places: thus the
existence of a single independent set implies the existence of a cluster of exponentially many
independent sets, all related by sequences of local perturbations. Moreover the expected
cluster size remains exponentially large even beyond the first moment threshold — thus there
is a regime below the first moment threshold where it overcomes the first moment, causing
the second moment to be exponentially large compared with the first moment squared.
From statistical physics, the (mostly heuristic) understanding of this phenomenon is that
as α exceeds roughly plog dq{d, the solution space of independent sets becomes shattered
into exponentially many well-separated clusters [9]. This geometry persists up to a further
(conjectured) structural transition where the solution space condensates onto the largest
clusters. In the non-trivial regime between the condensation and satisfiability transitions,
most independent sets are concentrated within a bounded number of clusters according to the
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theory from statistical physics. This within-cluster correlation then dominates the moment
calculation, causing the failure of the second moment method.
In this paper, we determine the exact threshold by a novel approach which rigorizes the
1rsb heuristic from statistical physics, which suggests that we count clusters of independent
sets rather than the sets themselves. Our proof has several new ideas which we now describe.
The first is that most clusters of maximal (or locally maximal) independent sets can be
given the following simple combinatorial description. A cluster is encoded by a configuration
of what we call the “frozen model”, which takes values in t0, 1, fuV where the f (“free”) spins
indicate the local perturbations within the cluster, and come in matched pairs corresponding
to swapping occupied/unoccupied states across an edge. Each 1 indicates an occupied vertex,
and can only neighbor 0 (unoccupied) vertices; and each 0 must neighbor at least two 1’s.
We shall prove that this effectively encodes the clusters in this model. The expression ‹Φ
in equation (2) is exactly the free energy of this model, and the asymptotic density α‹
corresponds to the largest density for which it is positive.
Secondly, we note that this new model is itself a Gibbs measure on a random hypergraph,
and its properties of local rigidity hint that applying the second moment in this model
does locate the exact threshold. However, the actual moment calculation appears at first
intractable, involving maximizations over high-dimensional simplices. By a certain “Bethe
variational principle” [13, 12] we are able to characterize local maximizers via fixed points of
certain tree recursions, reducing the optimization to (in the second moment) 81 real variables.
With delicate a priori estimates we are able to establish symmetry relations among these
variables which drastically reduce the dimensionality and allows us finally to pinpoint the
global maximizers.
The second moment method itself only establishes the existence of clusters with asymptot-
ically positive probability. Our final innovation is a method to improve positive probability
bounds to high probability, which in this model yields the constant fluctuations. The ap-
proach is based on controlling the incremental fluctuations of the Doob martingale of a
certain log-transform of the partition function.
As an illustration of the robustness of these methods, in a companion paper [15] we apply
the same techniques to establish the exact satisfiability threshold for the random regular
not-all-equal-sat problem. This gives the first threshold for a sparse constraint satisfaction
model with replica symmetry breaking. We expect ultimately that these methods may be
extended to other combinatorial properties such as the chromatic number or maximum cut,
and to the sparse Erdős-Rényi random graphs.
1.2. Notation. Throughout this paper, a graph G “ pV,M,Hq consists of a vertex set V , a
collection H of labelled half-edges (with each half-edge incident to a specified vertex), and a
perfect matching M on H. Omitting the labelling of half-edges gives the undirected graph
G “ pV,Eq where px, yq P E if and only if pex, eyq P M for half-edges ex and ey incident to
x and y respectively. A subset S Ď V is an independent set of G “ pV,Eq if px, yq R E for
all x, y P S.1 We equivalently view an independent set as a configuration in t0, 1uV where 1
indicates a vertex occupied by the set.
We work with the d-regular configuration model: a d-regular graph with vertex set rns ”
t1, . . . , nu is a perfect matching on the set rnds of labelled half-edges, where half-edge i is
incident to vertex ri{ds. Assume nd is even; the number of d-regular graphs on rns is the
1If E contains a self-loop px, xq then x cannot belong to an independent set.
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double factorial
pnd´ 1q!! “
nd{2ź
j“0
pnd´ 2j ` 1q “ pndq!pnd{2q!2nd{2 “ e
Or1{pndqs?2pnd{eqnd{2.
Under the configuration model, the random d-regular graph Gn,d corresponds to the uniformly
random perfect matching on rnds.
A graph is simple if it has no self-loops or multi-edges. For each simple d-regular graph
with unlabelled half-edges, there are pd!qn d-regular graphs with labelled half-edges, so the
graph Gn,d conditioned to be simple is the (uniformly) random simple d-regular graph Gsn,d.
It is well known that the probability that Gn,d is simple is bounded below as n Ñ 8 by a
constant (depending on d), so Thm. 1 also holds with Gsn,d in place of Gn,d.
Acknowledgements. We are grateful to Sourav Chatterjee, Amir Dembo, Persi Diaconis,
Elchanan Mossel, and Andrea Montanari for helpful conversations.
2. Independent sets and coarsening algorithm
For non-negative functions fpd, nq and gpd, nq we use any of the equivalent notations
f “ Odpgq, g “ Ωdpfq, f Àd g, g Ád f to indicate f ď Cpdq g for a finite constant Cpdq
depending on d but not on n. We drop the subscript d to indicate that we can take the same
constant Cpdq ” C for all d ě d0.
2.1. First moment of independent sets. Let Znα count the number of independent sets
of cardinality nα on graph G.
Lemma 2.1. EZnα —d n´1{2 exptnΦdpαqu for Φd an explicit function not depending on n.
The first moment threshold α˝ ” α˝pdq ” inftα ą 0 : Φdpαq ă 0u satisfies
α˝ “ p2{dq ¨ rlog d´ log log d` logpe{2q `Op log log dlog d qs. (3)
Further
EZnpα˝´δq
exptnδrlog d´ log log dsu
#
ď eOpnδq for all 0 ď δ ď α˝;
ě eOpnδq for 0 ď δ À d´1. (4)
Proof. The expected number of independent sets of size nα on Gn,d is
EZnα “
ˆ
n
nα
˙ndα´1ź
i“0
ndp1´ αq ´ i
nd´ 1´ 2i “
ˆ
n
nα
˙ pndp1´ αqqndα
rndsndα ,
where pAqb and rAsb denote respectively the falling factorial and falling double factorial:
pAqb ”
b´1ź
i“0
pA´ iq, rAsb ”
b´1ź
i“0
pA´ 1´ 2iq. (5)
We assume α ď 1{2 since otherwise EZnα “ 0. For α constant in n, Stirling’s formula gives
EZnα —d n´1{2 exptnΦpαqu where
Φpαq ” Φdpαq ” Hpαq ´ dr12p1´ 2αq logp1´ 2αq ´ p1´ αq logp1´ αqs“ αrF pαq `Opdα2qs with F pαq ” logpe{αq ´ pd` 1qpα{2q. (6)
It is straightforward to check that Φ1pαq ą 0 for small α and Φ2pαq ă 0 for all α ă 12 , so Φ
has a unique zero-crossing α˝. The function F is decreasing in α with unique zerorα˝ “ 2pd` 1qW´ pd` 1qe2 ¯ “ r2` odp1qs log dd
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whereW denotes the principal branch of the LambertW function defined by z “ W pzqeW pzq
(see [10, 11] and references therein). Near z “ 8, the function W has absolutely convergent
series expansion
W pzq “ log z ´ log log z `
Opplog log zq{plog zqqhkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkjÿ
kě0
1
p´ log zqk
ÿ
mě1
1
m!
”
k `m
k ` 1
ı´ log log z
log z
¯m
,
where r nm s are the Stirling cycle numbers (or unsigned Stirling numbers of the first kind),
generated by logp1 ` zqm “ m!řně0p´1qn`mr nm szn{n!. By estimating F 1 and F 2 near rα˝
we see that α˝ “ rα˝ `Opd´2 log dq; (3) then follows from the above estimate on W pzq. The
bounds (4) are easily obtained by estimating Φ1 near α˝ and recalling that Φ2 ă 0. 
2.2. Coarsening algorithm and frozen model. We hereafter encode an independent set
as a configuration x P t0, 1uV with 1 indicating a vertex which is occupied by the independent
set. We define the following algorithm to map an independent set x P t0, 1uV to a coarsened
configuration η ” ηpxq P t0, 1, fuV . In the coarsened model the spin f indicates vertices
which are “free,” as follows:
Coarsening algorithm. Set η0 ” x.
1. Step 1 (iterate for 0 ď s ă t): formation of free pairs.
If there exists v P V such that ηsv “ 0 and v has a unique neighbor u with ηsu “ 1, then
take the first2 such v, set ηs`1v “ ηs`1u “ f, and declare puvq to be a matched edge. Set
ηs`1w “ ηsw for all w ‰ u, v.
Iterate until the first time t that no such vertex v remains.
2. Step 2: formation of single frees.
Set ηt`1v “ f whenever ηtv “ 0 and tu P Bv : ηtu “ 1u “ ∅, otherwise set ηt`1v “ ηtv.
Denote the terminal configuration η ” ηpxq ” ηt`1. Write m Ď E for the set of all matched
free pairs formed during Step 1 of the coarsening process.
The idea is that the pre-image of any η under the coarsening algorithm constitutes a cluster
of independent set configurations — a set of configurations connected by (sequences of) local
changes, in our setting by making neighboring 0/1 swaps. An important property of a
coarsened configuration is that every 0-vertex has at least two 1-neighbors: as this is a rigid
local configuration (a 0/1 swap across an edge cannot be made without violating the hard-
core constraint), we have some indication (non-rigorously) that different clusters will be well
separated in some sense. Note that Step 2 of the coarsening algorithm is needed to ensure
this property even when the initial configuration is a maximum independent set: consider
for example 0 — 1 — 0 — 1 — 0 arranged in a 5-cycle such that every neighbor not on the
cycle is a 0-vertex with many 1-neighbors. This can be part of a maximal configuration, but
Step 1 results with f m— f — f m— f — 0 on the cycle where m indicates a matched pair and
the last 0 has no 1-neighbors. The purpose of this section is show that we may discard these
odd-cycle scenarios and still recover the sharp asymptotics for An.
Let Znα,ěnβ denote the contribution to Znα from independent set configurations x P t0, 1uV
such that the coarsened configuration ηpxq P t0, 1, fuV has more than nβ free variables.
2First with respect to the ordering on V “ rns.
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Proposition 2.2. There exists an absolute constant C (not depending on d) such that if
α “ yplog dq{d for 1 ď y ď 2, then EZnα,ěnβ ď C´nβ{2EZnα for β “ d´ypC log dq. In
particular if α “ α˝ ´Opd´3{2q then EZnα,ěnβ ď e´ncd for β “ Cplog dq3{d2.
Proof. Suppose x P t0, 1uV such that V1 ” tv : xv “ 1u has size nα, and write V0 ” V zV1. By
definition of the coarsening algorithm, any subset S of the f-vertices must satisfy |BSXV1| ď
|S|. Conditioned on x being an independent set of cardinality nα, the random graph G can
be obtained by first matching all half-edges originating from V1 to a subset of half-edges
originating from V0 uniformly at random, then placing a uniformly random matching on the
remaining half-edges of V0. For v P V0 let Dv denote the number of neighbors of v in V1;
then pDvqvPV0 is distributed as a vector of i.i.d. Binpd, α{p1 ´ αqq random variables conditioned
on
ř
vPV0 Dv “ ndα. Fixing S any subset of V0 of size nβ, and recalling that α “ yplog dq{d
with 1 ď y ď 2, we have
pEZnαq´1EZnα,ěnβ ď
`
np1´αq
nβ
˘
PpřvPS Dv ď nβ | řvPV0 Dv “ ndαq “ nOp1q exptnfdpα, βqu,
fdpα, βq ” p1´ αqHp β1´αq ´ dβ Hp1d | α1´αq “ βrlog y log dβdy `Op1qs
with the Op1q uniform in d. Taking β “ d´ypC log dq for C a large absolute constant
then proves the first claim, EZnα,ěnβ ď C´nβ{2EZnα. The second claim follows simply by
noting that if α “ α˝ ´ Opd´3{2q then by Lem. 2.1 we have α “ yplog dq{d with y log d “
2 log d´ 2 log log d`Op1q with the Op1q uniform in d. 
Definition 2.3. We say η P t0, 1, fuV is a valid unweighted frozen model configuration on
G if the following hold:
(a) Every v P V satisfies
(i) If ηv “ 1 then v neighbors only 0-vertices;
(ii) If ηv “ 0 then at least two edges join v to 1-vertices;
(iii) If ηv “ f then v neighbors only 0- or f-vertices, with at least one neighboring f;
(b) In the subgraph Fpηq Ď G induced by the f-vertices, every connected component either
is not a tree, or is a tree with a (necessarily unique) perfect matching.3
Definition 2.4. A (weighted) frozen model configuration η ” pη,mq on G is a unweighted
frozen model configuration η together with a perfect matchingm on Fpηq: equivalently, every
v P V satisfies
(i) If ηv “ 1 then v neighbors only 0-vertices;
(ii) If ηv “ 0 then at least two edges join v to 1-vertices;
(iii) If ηv “ f then v neighbors only 0- or f-vertices, and is matched to an f-neighbor by m.
The intensity of η is the number of 1-vertices plus the number of matched f-pairs:
ipηq ” |tv : ηv “ 1u| ` 12 |tv : ηv “ fu|. (7)
Let Z¯nα1,nβ denote the unweighted frozen model partition function on G restricted to
configurations with exactly nα1 1-vertices and nβ f-vertices; define similarly Znα1,nβ with
respect to the weighted frozen model. In view of Lem. 2.1 and Propn. 2.2, we restrict all
consideration to the truncated frozen model partition function
Znα ”
ÿ
α1,β :βďβmax
2α1`β“2α
Znα1,nβ, βmax ” d´3{2. (8)
3To be precise, since we regard G as a matching on the set rnds of labelled half-edges incident to vertices,
F shall be regarded as a matching on a subset of rnds.
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We shall always assume that the normalized intensity α lies in a restricted regime:
αlbd ” p5{3q log d
d
ď α ď 2 log d
d
” αubd, Zěnα ”
ÿ
nαďnα1ďnαubd
Znα1 .
We now describe our reduction from the independent set model to the frozen model.
Theorem 2.5. For d ě d0, it holds uniformly over αlbd ď α ď αubd that
lim
nÑ8n
1{2 expt´n ‹ΦpαquEZnα “ C pαq
for ‹Φ ” ‹Φd, C ” Cd smooth functions of α. The explicit form of ‹Φ is given in §3.4 below;
in particular, on the interval αlbd ď α ď αubd it is strictly decreasing with a unique zero α‹
in the interval’s interior.
The proof is given in §5 (making use of §2 and §3).
Corollary 2.6. With α‹ the unique zero of ‹Φ on the interval αlbd ď α ď αubd (Thm. 2.5),
let c‹ ” ´r2 ¨ ‹Φ1pα‹qs´1 ą 0. Then, for A¯n ” nα‹ ´ c‹ log n as in (1), EZěA¯n`C tends to
zero as C tends to infinity, uniformly over n ě n0pdq .
Proof. Taylor expansion gives EZA¯n —d 1 while EZA¯n`5c‹ logn ď n´2. Recall from Thm. 2.5
that ‹Φ is decreasing on the interval αlbd ď α ď αubd: since EZěnα is trivially a sum over at
most n terms EZnα1 , this immediately implies EZěA¯n`5c‹ logn ď n´1. For 0 ď δ ď 5c‹ log n we
have EZA¯n`δ —d pλ‹q´δ exptOdpn´1plog nq2qu where λ‹ ” e1{p2c‹q. Combining these estimates
gives
EZěA¯n`C —d pλ‹q´C exptOdpn´1plog nq2qu
ř
δě0pλ‹q´δ ` n´1 À pλ‹q´C ,
implying the result. 
Theorem 2. For d ě d0, it holds uniformly over n ě n0pdq that PpZA¯n´C ą 0q tends to one
as C tends to infinity.
Proof of Thm. 1. We prove the theorem relying on Propns. 2.7 and 2.8 which will be proved
in the remainder of this section.
Upper bound. Let Cěnα denote the number of configurations η obtained by coarsening a
maximum4 independent set of size ě nα. Write OpFq for the number of odd-size components
in F; recall Defn. 2.3 that each odd component must contain at least one cycle. Define
Z¯nα1,nβpOq to be the contribution to Z¯nα1,nβ from configurations η with OrFpηqs “ O, and
write evZ¯nα1,nβ ” Z¯nα1,nβpO “ 0q. In any coarsening η of a maximal independent set x,
there can be no isolated f-vertices, and all tree f-components must have a perfect matching.
Thus, recalling Propn. 2.2, we have that with high probability Cěnα is bounded above by
Z¯ěnα ”
„ ÿ
α1,β :βďβmax,
2nαď2nα1`nβ
evZ¯nα1,nβ

`
„ ÿ
Oą0
ÿ
α1,β :βďβmax,
2nα`Oď2nα1`nβ
Z¯nα1,nβpOq

” evZ¯ěnα ` oddZ¯ěnα (9)
For k ě 4 even we shall set a threshold `k ” `kpnβq ě 1 (to be determined), and further
decompose
evZ¯ěnα ” evZ¯treeěnα ` evZ¯8ěnα `
” evZ¯ě˝nαhkkkkkkkikkkkkkkjÿ
Aě1
evZ¯˝ěnαpAq where (10)
4It would suffice for the independent set to be “locally maximal” in the sense that its coarsening is a
configuration of the unweighted frozen model.
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1. evZ¯8ěnα is the contribution from configurations η such that the number of f-components
of size k is ě `kp|Fpηq|q for some k ě 4 even;
2. evZ¯ě˝nαpAq is the contribution from configurations η such that for all k ě 4 even there are
fewer than `k f-components of size k, where a minmum of A edges must be removed from
F to make it a forest; and
3. evZ¯treeěnα is the remainder, consisting of configurations η where every f-component is a tree
with (unique) perfect matching, and with ă `k size-k f-components for all k ě 4 even.
All statements that follow are made uniformly over αlbd ď α ď αubd for d ě d0, n ě
n0pdq. We shall prove (Propns. 2.7 and 2.8) that EroddZ¯ěnα ` evZ¯8ěnα ` evZ¯ě˝nαs ď 12EZ¯ěnα,
consequently
1
2EZ¯ěnα ď ErevZ¯treeěnαs “ EZtreeěnα ď EZěnα. (11)
Recall Cor. 2.6 that EZěA¯n`C Ñ 0 uniformly in n as C Ñ8, and therefore
PpAn ě A¯n ` Cq ď PpCěA¯n`C ą 0q ď onp1q ` PpZ¯ěA¯n`C ą 0q
converges to zero as C Ñ 8, uniformly in n. (In the above, the first inequality is by the
coarsening algorithm, the second inequality is by Propn. 2.2 with onp1q indicating an error
which tends to zero as n Ñ 8, and the rightmost expression tends to zero by Markov’s
inequality and the chain of inequalities (11).)
Lower bound. In the weighted frozen model, by definition there are no odd-size components,
so Zěnα has a similar decomposition as that of evZ¯ in (10),
Zěnα ” Ztreeěnα `Z8ěnα `Zě˝nα, Zě˝nα ”
ř
Aě1Zě˝nαpAq
We shall show (Propn. 2.7(b) and Propn. 2.8(b)) that EZ8ěnα ď n´1{2EZěnα and EZě˝nαpAq ď
rdplog nq{nsAEZěnα. If η “ pη,mq contributes to Zě˝nαpAq then one can set ηu “ ηv “ 0 on
A edges pu, vq P m (removing those edges from the matching) to obtain a configuration η1
contributing to Ztreeěnα´A, which immediately gives rise to independent sets of size nα ´ A.
Thus, with λ‹ ” expt´‹Φ1pαqu as in the proof of Cor. 2.6, we have
PpAn ě A¯n ´ 2Cq ě PpZěA¯n´C ą 0q ´ EZ8ěA¯n´C ´
ř
AąC EZ ˝¯An´CpAqě PpZěA¯n´C ą 0q ´ eOdp1qpλ‹qCpn´1{2 ` rdplog nq{nsCq,
and by Thm. 2 this converges to one as C Ñ8, uniformly in n. Combining with the upper
bound proves that An ´ A¯n is a tight random variable as claimed. 
The above equivalence between the maximum independent set size and the threshold of
the frozen model is based on the following
Proposition 2.7. The following hold uniformly over αlbd ď α ď αubd for d ě d0, n ě n0pdq,
with c0 an absolute constant.
(a) EroddZ¯ěnαs ď d´1{2EZ¯ěnα.
(b) If for k ě 4 even we set `k ” rpc0dβqk{8n{pdkqs _ 1, then
ErevZ¯8ěnαs ď n´1{2 EZ¯ěnα and EZ8ěnα ď n´1{2 EZěnα.
Proposition 2.8. The following hold uniformly over αlbd ď α ď αubd for d ě d0, n ě n0pdq,
with `k as in the statement of Propn. 2.7.
(a) ErevZ¯ě˝nαs ď d´1{5EZ¯ěnα.
(b) EZě˝nαpAq ď rdn´1 log nsAEZěnα.
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2.3. Large components and trees with matchings. We now prove Propns. 2.7 and 2.8.
Write n1 ” nα1, nf ” nβ, and n0 ” n´ n1 ´ nf. We decompose
EZ¯n1,nf “
ř
|F|“nf ErZ¯n1pFqs, EZn1,nf “
ř
|F|“nf mpFqErZ¯n1pFqs (12)
where Z¯n1pFq denotes the partition function of unweighted frozen model configurations η
with |tv : ηv “ 1u| “ n1 and with f-subgraph Fpηq “ F, and the sum is taken over all
possible f-subgraphs F containing |F| “ nf vertices. In keeping with Defn. 2.3, we regard
each F as a matching on a subset of rnds: thus the quantity Z¯n1pFq cannot be positive unless
F is present as an induced subgraph in the random graph Gn,d.
Observe that ErZ¯n1pFqs depends on F only through nf and the number e ” epFq of internal
edges in F: writing Eη ” nηd and E ” nd, we calculate
ErZ¯n1pFqs “ cpn1, nfqg1pE,E1, Efqg0pn0, E1qgfpE,E1, Ef, eq ” gpn1, nf, eq (13)
where cpn1, nfq ”
`
n´nf
n1
˘
enumerates the number of partitions of V zF into subsets V0, V1 of
sizes n0, n1, and the remaining factors calculate probabilities with respect to a fixed partition
V0, V1, Vf of V (with Vf the vertices involved in F), as follows:
1. g1pE,E1, Efq is the probability all half-edges from V1 are matched to half-edges from V0;
2. g0pn0, E1q is the probability each vertex in V0 receives at least two half-edges from V1,
with respect to a uniformly random assignment of the E1 incoming half-edges to the n0d
available from V0;
3. gfpE,E1, Ef, eq is the probability, conditioned on the valid assignment of E1 edges between
V1 and V0, that the e internal edges of F are present in the graph, while the remaining
Ef ´ 2e half-edges from Vf are matched to half-edges from V0.
After the assignment of E1 edges between V1 and V0, there are E ´ 2E1 “ E0 ´ E1 ` Ef
half-edges remaining to be assigned. Recalling the notation (5), we have explicitly
g1pn0, E1q “ pE ´ E1 ´ EfqE1rEsE1 “
pE0qE1
rEsE1 ;
gfpE, E1, Ef, eq “ 1rE ´ 2E1se ˆ
pE0 ´ E1qEf´2e
rE0 ´ E1 ` Ef ´ E1sEf´2e “
pE ´ 2E1 ´ EfqEf´2e
rE ´ 2E1sEf´e .
(14)
Since c,g1,g0 do not depend on e we find crudely that the function g of (13) satisfies
gpn1, nf, e`∆q ď r4{pndqs∆ gpn1, nf, eq (15)
throughout the regime αlbd ď α ď αubd, indicating that excess internal edges in F are costly.
On the other hand let us note that g is much less sensitive to small shifts in mass from V0
to Vf or vice versa: for δ ď n{d we estimate
p˝q cpn1, nf ` δq “ cpn1, nfq eOpδq,
p˝q g1pE,E1, Ef ` dδq “ g1pE,E1, Efq dOpδq,
p˝q gfpE,E1, Ef ` dδ, eq “ gfpE,E1, Ef, eq eOpδq,
p‹q g0pn0 ´ δ, E1q “ g0pn0, E1q eOpδq
,//.//- , thus
gpn1, nf ` δ, eq
gpn1, nf, eq “ d
Opδq.
(16)
The three estimates marked (˝) follow straightforwardly from the explicit expressions given
above; the last estimate (‹) is deferred to a later section (Propn. 2.9).
Proof of Propn. 2.7. Let k ě 3 be fixed, and let f ” fpFq denote the components of F whose
size is neither 2 nor k. Write T ” T pFq ” |Fzf|, t ” tpFq for the number of vertices in
Fzf in components of size 2, and ` ” `pFq for the number of components of size k, so that
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T “ t ` `k. Let q ” qpFq denote the number of internal edges among the components of
size k. Any odd-size component must contain at least one cycle, so we define the number of
“excess” edges among these components to be
A ” ApFq ” q´ `pk ´ 1tk evenuq ě 0. (17)
Write Ω`,Apnf; fq for the collection of all F with nf vertices and with the given f, `, A.
Bounds for T even. Let Ωpnf; fq ” Ω0,0pnf; fq denote the collection of all F with nf vertices
and the given f, such that Fzf consists of T vertices matched up into isolated edges, where
we assume T is even. Then all F P Ωpnf; fq have the same number of internal edges e while
all F P Ω`,Apnf; fq have the same number of internal edges
e1 “ e` q´ `k{2 “ e` A` `pk{2´ 1tk evenuq.
We calculate |Ωpnf; fq| “
`
n´|f|
T
˘
dT pT ´ 1q!!, while
|Ω`,Apnf; fq| ď
ˆ
n´ |f|
T
˙ˆ
T
t
˙
dtpt´ 1q!! p`kq!
`!pk!q`d
2q
ˆ
`kpk ´ 1q{2
q
˙
.
Combining with (15) and simplifying gives
R¯n1,nf`,A pfq ” |Ω`,Apnf; fq||Ωpnf; fq|
gpn1, nf, e1q
gpn1, nf, eq ď
pT {2q!2`k{2
pt{2q! ¨
1
`!pk!q` ¨
ˆ
`kpk ´ 1q{2
q
˙
¨
´4d
n
¯q´`k{2
.
The first factor is ď n`k{2f since t` `k “ T ď nf; the second factor is ď eOpk`q{r`kks`; and the
third factor is ď eOpqqkq using q ě `pk ´ 1q. Combining with (17) gives
R¯n1,nf`,A pfq ď
´ pc0dβqk{2
`
´
n
dk
¯1tk evenu¯`´c0dk
n
¯A
(T even, mpfq ą 0). (18)
for some constant c0 uniform in d. We consider also the effect of reweighting by the number
of matchings on F, which is non-zero only if mpfq ą 0 and k is even. If F P Ωpnf; fq then
clearly mpFq “ mpfq since the collection Fzf of isolated edges has only one matching. If
F P Ω`,Apnf; fq then the trivial bound mpFq ď mpfq 2q implies
Rn1,nf`,A pfq ” R¯n1,nf`,A pfqmaxtmpFq : F P Ω`,Apnf; fqumintmpFq : F P Ωpnf; fqu ď
´ pc0dβqk{2n
dkl
¯`´c0dk
n
¯A
.
Bounds for T odd. For T odd we instead compare F1 P Ω`,Apnf; fq with F P Ωpnf ´ 1; fq|,
which has cardinality
`
n´|f|
T´1
˘
dT´1pT ´ 2q!!. The difference in the number of internal edges
between F1 and F is e1 ´ e “ 12p`k ` 1q ` A, so applying (15) and (16) and calculating as
above gives
R¯n1,nf`,A pfq ” |Ω`,Apnf; fq||Ωpnf ´ 1; fq||
gpn1, nf, e1q
gpn1, nf ´ 1, eq ď d
Op1q
´ pc0dβqk{2
`
¯`´c0dk
n
¯A
(T odd). (19)
Odd-size components. Recall (9) that Z¯n1,nfpOq denotes the contribution to Z¯n1,nf from
frozen model configurations η with OpFq “ O odd-size components in F ” Fpηq. For
k ě 3 odd and 1 ď ` ď O let Z¯n1,nfpO;Lk “ `q denote the contribution to Z¯n1,nfpOq from
configurations with ` f-components of size k. Recalling (12) and (13),
ErZ¯n1,nfpO;Lk “ `qs “
ÿ
f:Opfq``“O,
Aě0
ÿ
FPΩ`,Apnf;fq
ErZ¯n1pFqs “
ÿ
f:Opfq``“O,
Aě0
|Ω`,Apnf; fq|gpn1, nf, e1q
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Applying (18) (` even) and (19) (` odd) gives, with nf ” nf ´ 1t` oddu,
ErZ¯n1,nfpO;Lk “ `qs ď ErZ¯n1,nfpL´ `;Lk “ 0qs dOp1qrpc0dβqk{2`´1s` p` ě 1q. (20)
For fixed k ě 3 odd and ` ě 1, summing both sides of (20) over n1, nf, O with O ě ` and
2nα ` O ď 2n1 ` nf gives ErZ¯ěnα;Lk “ `s ď d´k`{5EZ¯ěnα (cf. (9)). Summing over k ě 3
odd, ` ě 1 then gives EroddZ¯ěnαs ď d´1{2EZ¯ěnα, concluding the proof of (a).
Even-size components. Recall evZ¯n1,nf denotes the contribution to Z¯n1,nf from frozen model
configurations η such that Fpηq has no odd-size components. If Lk denotes the number of
size-k components in F, then
ErevZ¯n1,nf ;Lk “ `s “
ÿ
f:Opfq“0
ÿ
Aě0
|Ω`,Apnf; fq|gpn1, nf, e1q. (21)
Let `k ” rpc0dβqk{8n{pdkqs _ 1 as in the statement of the lemma: then for all ` ě `k we have
from (18) that R¯n1,nf`,A pfq ď pc0dβqp3{8qk`pc0dk{nqA. Further
pc0dβqp3{8qk` ď
!
n´p3{16q log d`Op1q if k`k ą log n,
rdplog nq{ns3` if k`k ď log n;
so in any case we have crudely that pc0dβqp3{8qk` ă n´5{2.5 Thus from (21) and the definition
of R¯ we have
ErevZ¯n1,nf ;Lk “ `s ď n´5{2ErevZ¯n1,nf ;Lk “ 0s pk ě 4 evenq.
Summing over ` ě 1, k ě 4, and n1, nf with 2n1`nf ě 2nα proves ErevZ¯8ěnαs ď n´1{2EZ¯ěnα.
Essentially the same argument (with k even, R in place of R¯) gives EZ8ěnα ď n´1{2EZěnα,
concluding the proof of (b). 
Proof of Propn. 2.8. Fix k ě 4 even and let ` ă `k with `k be as in Propn. 2.7; it suffices to
consider k ď 20 logd n, otherwise `k “ 1 for all β ď βmax.
Let f˚ ” f˚pFq denote the f-components in F which are not of size k. Let Ω˝`,r,A1pnf; f˚q
denote the collection of F with nf vertices and the given f˚, such that Fzf˚ consists of
` ” 1
k
pnf ´ |f˚|q components with k vertices each, of which `´ r components are trees with
(unique) perfect matching, and the remaining r components are not trees and have a total of
q1 ” rk`A1 internal edges with A1 ě 0. Let Ωtreepnf; f˚q ” Ω0˝,0,0pnf; f˚q denote the collection
of F with nf vertices and the given f˚, such that each of the ` components of Fzf˚ is a tree
with (unique) perfect matching on k vertices. Any F P Ωtreepnf; f˚q has e internal edges any
F P Ω˝`,r,A1pnf; f˚q has e1 internal edges with e1 ´ e “ q1 ´ rpk ´ 1q “ r ` A1.
Regarding rdks as a set of half-edges with the i-th half-edge incident to vertex ri{ks, let
tpmd,k denote the number of ways that 2pk ´ 1q elements of rdks can be used to form a
graph on rks which is a spanning tree with perfect matching (meaning a perfect matching
in the tree, not to be confused with a perfect matching of half-edges). Then, using (15),
S¯n1,nf`,r,A1pf˚q ”
|Ω˝`,r,A1pnf; f˚q|
|Ωtreepnf; f˚q|
gpn1, nf, e1q
gpn1, nf, eq ď
`
`
r
˘ptpmd,kqsd2q1`rkpk´1q{2q1 ˘
ptpmd,kq`
´ 4
nd
¯r`A1
.
We crudely lower bound the number of spanning trees by the number of line graphs (which
clearly have a perfect matching as k is even), tpmd,k ě 12k! rdpd´1qs
k
pd´1q2 ě eOpkqkkd2pk´1q with the
Opkq uniform in d. Consequently there exists an absolute constant C not depending on d
5As always, the statement should be understood to apply for d ě d0, n ě n0pdq.
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such that S¯n1,nf`,r,A1pf˚q ď pCk`d{nqrpCdk{nqA1 . By the trivial inequality mpFq ď mpf˚q 2q1 , the
same bound holds (adjusting C as needed) after reweighting by the number of matchings:
Sn1,nf`,r,A1pf˚q ” S¯n1,nf`,r,A1pf˚q
maxtmpFq : F P Ω˝`,r,A1pnf; f˚qu
mintmpFq : F P Ωtreepnf; f˚qu ď
´
Ck`d
n
¯r´Cdk
n
¯A1
.
Recalling k ď 20 logd n and ` ă `k ” rpc0dβqk{8n{pdkqs _ 1 gives
S¯n1,nf`,r,A1pf˚q,Sn1,nf`,r,A1pf˚q ď pcdβqkr{9rdplog nq{nsA1 .
Recalling (12) and arguing similarly as in the proof of Propn. 2.7 we have
ErevZ¯˝n1,nfs ď
ÿ
kě4 even,
1ďră`k
ÿ
f˚:Opf˚q“0,
A1ě0
|Ω˝`,r,A1pnf; f˚q|gpn1, nf, e1q
À
ÿ
kě4 even,
1ďră`k
pcdβqkr{9
ÿ
f˚:Opf˚q“0
|Ωtreepnf; f˚q|gpn1, nf, eq ď d´1{5ErevZ¯n1,nfs,
and summing over α1, β proves ErevZ¯ě˝nαs ď d´1{5ErevZ¯ěnαs which implies (a). Similarly
EZ˝ěnαpAq ď
ÿ
kě4 even,
1ďră`k
ÿ
f:Opf˚q“0,
A1ěA
mpFq |Ω˝`,r,A1pnf; f˚q|gpn1, nf, e1q ď rdplog nq{nsAEZěnα,
proving (b). 
2.4. Estimates on forcing constraints. In this subsection we estimate the probability
cost of the constraint that each 0-vertex is forced by at least two neighboring 1-vertices.
Slightly more generally, for l a fixed positive integer, write g0lpn,E1q for the probability,
with respect to a uniformly random assignment of E1 half-edges to n vertices of degree d,
that each vertex receives at least l incoming half-edges (thus the function g0 of (13) is simply
g0l with l “ 2). Let X,X1, . . . , Xn be i.i.d. Binpd, ϑq random variables, with joint law Pϑ:
then
g0lpn,E1q “ PθpX i ě l @1 ď i ď n | řni“1X i “ E1q.
where 0 ă ϑ ă 1 may be arbitrarily chosen.
We also give estimates on a two-dimensional analogue g00l which will be used in our second
moment analysis §4: let X ” t0, 1u2zt00u. If θ ” pθωqωPX is a positive vector with sum
less than 1, then it defines a positive probability measure on t0, 1u2; and we take $ to be a
t0, 1u2-valued random variable with law given by this measure. Take p$jqjě1 independent
random variables identically distributed as $, and define the multinomial random variable
X ” pXωqωPX ” přdj“1 1t$j “ $uqωPX . (22)
Though we always use θ and X to denote three-dimensional vectors, we shall also write
θ00 ” 1´řωPX θω and X00 ” d´řωPX Xω. Let X i (1 ď i ď n) be independent random
variables identically distributed as X, and write Pθ for their (joint) law. Then, with Ω ”
tx : x1¨ ^ x¨1 ă lu, we consider
g00l pn,Eq ” PθpX i R Ω@1 ď i ď n | řni“1X i “ Eq.
Proposition 2.9. Let ε0 be a small constant uniform in d, and suppose
ε0plog dq{d ď tζ1¨, ζ¨1u ď 10plog dq{d.
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(a) Let a, y be defined by ζ1¨ ” aplog dq{d and ζ1¨ ^ ζ¨1 ” yplog dq{dq. Then
g0lpn, ndζ1¨q “ exptOpnd´aplog dqlqu,
g00l pn, ndζq “ exptOpnd´yplog dqlqu.
(b) If ξ is another vector with |ξω{ζω ´ 1| ď e´1 for all ω PX , then
g0lpn, ndξ1¨q “ g0lpn, ndζ1¨q exptOpnd|ξr1¨s ´ ζ1¨|qu,
g00l pn, ndξq “ g00l pn, ndζq exptOpnd}ξ ´ ζ}1qu.
Lemma 2.10. For the multinomial random variable X defined by (22), consider the cu-
mulant generating function Λθpγq ” logEθrexγ,Xy |X R Ωs, defined for γ P R3. For positive
vectors θ, ζ in the regime
ε0plog dq{d ď tθ1¨, θ¨1, ζ1¨, ζ¨1u ď 10plog dq{d,
there exists a unique γ P R3 with Λ1θpγq “ dζ; and it satisfiesˇˇˇ
γω ´ log θ00ζω
ζ00θω
ˇˇˇ
À plog dq
l´1
dy
for all ω PX .
Proof. If γ exists, then it is clearly unique by the strict convexity of the cumulant generating
function on R3. To see existence, first note that
Λ1θpγq “ EµrX |X R Ωs for µω “ θωe
γω
zθ,γ
” θωe
γω
θ00 `řpiPX θpieγpi (ω PX ).
In particular, each entry of Λ1θpγq lies between 0 and d. Consider the ε-perturbed (ε ą 0
small) cumulant generating function Λθpγq ` 12ε}γ}2, corresponding to the random variable
X ` ε1{2Y for Y a standard Gaussian in R3. For any fixed ε ą 0 this is a smooth convex
function on R3, with gradient Λ1θpγq` εγ tending in norm to 8 as }γ} Ñ 8. It follows from
Rockafellar’s theorem (see e.g. [14, Lem. 2.3.12]) that there exists a unique γε ” pγε,ωqωPX
such that Λ1θpγεq ` εγε “ dζ. We shall show by some rough estimates that γε must remain
within a compact region as ε tends to zero. We claim first that θ00 ě θωeγε,ω for all ω PX :
if not, then for some ω PX we must have zθ,γ ď 4θωeγε,ω , implying (in the stated regime of
θ, ζ) that
γε,ω “ ε´1rdζω ´ BωΛθpγεqs ď ε´1rdζω ´ d{4s ! 0,
contradicting the hypothesis that θ00 ă θωeγε,ω . Thus lim supεÓ0 γε,ω must be finite for each
ω PX . In the other direction, the trivial bound zθ,γ ě θ00 gives
γε,ω “ ε´1rdζω ´ BωΛθpγεqs ě ε´1dζωp1´ eγε,ω{θ00q,
so clearly lim infεÓ0 γε,ω must also be finite. It follows by an easy compactness argument that
γε converges in the limit ε Ó 0 to the required solution γ of Λ1θpγq “ dζ.
To control the norm of the solution γ of Λ1θpγq “ dζ, we shall argue that for ζ in the stated
regime, µω is close to ζω for each ω. The bound for ω “ 11 is easiest: consider X as the d-th
step of the random walk
Xt ” pXt,ωqωPX ” přtj“1 1t$j “ ωuqωPX .
Define the stopping time τ ” inftt ě 0 : Xt R Ωu, so tX R Ωu “ tτ ď du. Since Xτ,11 ď l,
applying the Markov property gives
dζ11 “ EµrX11 |X R Ωs ď l` EµrXd,11 ´Xτ,11 | τ ď ds
ď l` EµrXd´τ,11s ď l` dµ11. (23)
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Next observe that for the multinomial random variable X defined by (22), for any ω ‰ pi
the conditional expectation EθrXω |Xpi “ ks “ pd´ kqθω{p1´ θpiq is decreasing with k, so
EθrXω |Xpi ě `s “
ÿ
kě`
PpXpi “ k |Xpi ě `qEθrXω |Xpi “ ks ď EθXω “ dθω. (24)
Define the stopping times τ1¨ ” inftt ě 0 : X1¨ptq ě lu and symmetrically τ¨1; then τ “
τ1¨ _ τ¨1. Since Xτ1¨,10 ď l,
dζ10 “ EµrX10 |X R Ωs “ EµrX101tτ ď dusPµpτ ď dq ď l`
EµrpX10 ´Xτ1¨,10q1tτ ď dus
Pµpτ ď dq
“ l`
ÿ
kăd
ÿ
x
Pµpτ1¨ “ k,Xτ1¨ “ x, rXd´k,¨1 ě l´ x¨1q
Pµpτ ď dq Eµr
rXd´k,10 | rXd´k,¨1 ě l´ x¨1s,
where p rXtqtě0 is an independent realization of the random walk X. Maximizing over all
possible k, x and applying 24 gives
dζ10 ď l`maxkăd,`ďl Eµr rXd´k,10 | rXd´k,¨1 ě `s ď l` dµ10,
and symmetrically dζ01 ď l` dµ01.
Thus for ζ in the stated regime we conclude that dµω ě dζω ´Op1q for all ω PX , therefore
dµ00 ď dζ00 `Op1q.
From these bounds we see clearly that, with y defined by ζ1¨ ^ ζ¨1 ” yplog dq{d,
PµpX P Ωq ď PµpX1¨ ă lq ` PµpX¨1 ă lq À d´yplog dql´1.
Write pµ for the law of X ” Xd and qµ for the law of Xd´1, and observe that xωpµpxq “
dµωqµpx´ 1ωq (with both sides zero for xω “ 0). We then calculate
dζω “ EµXω ´ dµω
ř
xPΩ qµpx´ 1ωq
1´ PµpX P Ωq “ dµω r1`Opd
´yplog dql´1qs (25)
for all ω P t0, 1u2. Summing over ω PX gives
zθ,γ “ pθ00{ζ00qpζ00{µ00q “ pθ00{ζ00qr1`Opd´1´yplog dqlqs, (26)
implying the stated bound on γω “ logpzθ,γµω{θωq, ω PX . 
It follows (see e.g. [14, Lem. 2.3.9]) that with θ, ζ in the stated regime, the Fenchel-Legendre
transform Λθ˚pdζq ” supγrxγ, dζy ´ Λθpγqs of the cumulant generating function is given by
Λ˚θpdζq “ xγ, dζy ´ Λpγq, γ the solution of Λ1θpγq “ dζ. (27)
Since Λθ is strictly convex, we find by implicit differentiation that γ is differentiable with
respect to ζ (in the stated regime). We then see from (27) that Λθ˚ is differentiable with
respect to ζ, with gradient pΛθ˚q1pdζq “ γ.
Proof of Propn. 2.9. Let ν denote the normalized empirical measure of X1, . . . , Xn. The
Pθ-probability of realizing ν is
`
n
nν
˘ś
x pθpxqnνpxq where pθ denotes the law of X1. Denote
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the empirical mean ν ” řx xνpxq; then g00l pn, ndζq can be expressed as a constrained opti-
mization over empirical measures ν with νpΩq “ 0 and ν “ dζ:
g00l pn, ndζq
r1´ PθpΩqsn “
Pθpřni“1X i “ ndζ,X i R Ω@iq
PθpX i R Ω@iqPθpřni“1X i “ ndζq
“ e
´nxγ,dζyř
ν:νpΩq“0,ν“dζ
`
n
nν
˘ś
xrpθpxqexγ,xysnνpxq
r1´ PθpΩqsnPθpřni“1X i “ ndζq ,
where we introduced a Lagrangian term which clearly has no effect on the constrained space.
In the denominator, Stirling’s approximation gives
Pθpřni“1X i “ ndζq —d n´3{2 expt´ndHpζ | θqu
where Hpζ | θq ” řωPt0,1u2 ζω logpζω{θωq denotes the relative entropy between the probability
measures induced by ζ and θ on t0, 1u2. In the numerator, if we take γ to be the unique
solution γ given by Lem. 2.10 of Λ1θpγq “ dζ, then we see that the sum over tνpΩq “ 0, ν “ dζu
equals (up to constants depending on d) the sum over tνpΩq “ 0u divided by n3{2: thus,
recalling (27),
g00l pn, ndζq —d r1´ PθpΩqsn expt´nΛ˚θpdζq ` ndHpζ | θqu.
We can estimate this easily by taking θ “ ζ. Since exγ,xypθpxq “ pzθ,γqdpµpxq, it follows from
(25) and (26) that
Λζpγq “ d log zζ,γ ` log PµpX R ΩqPζpX R Ωq “ Opd
´yplog dqlq for Λ1ζpγq “ dζ.
Combining with (27) and the bound of Lem. 2.10 gives Λζ˚pdζq “ Opd´yplog dqlq. To compare
g00l pn, ndζq with g00l pn, ndξq where ξω “ ζωr1`Opδ{nqs, we fix θ “ ζ. Recalling pΛθ˚q1pdζq “ γ,
the bound of Lem. 2.10 gives
|nrΛ˚ζpdξq ´ Λ˚ζpdζqs| À nd´yplog dql´1 ¨ }dξ ´ dζ}1.
For |ξω{ζω´1| ď e´1 it is straightforward to estimate ndHpξ | ζq À nd}ξ´ζ}1, and combining
these estimates concludes the proof of the proposition. 
3. First moment of frozen model
In this section we identify the leading exponential order ‹Φpαq “ limnÑ8 n´1 logEZnα
of the first moment of the (truncated) frozen model partition function (8). The random
d-regular graph Gn,d converges locally weakly (in the sense of [7, 2]) to the infinite d-regular
tree Td. Our calculation is based on a variational principle which relates the exponent ‹Φpαq
to a certain class of Gibbs measures for the frozen model on Td which are characterized
by fixed-point recursions. In fact the recursions can have multiple solutions, and much of
the work goes into identifying (via a priori estimates) the unique fixed point which gives
rise to ‹Φpαq. We begin by introducing the Gibbs measures which will be relevant for the
variational principle.
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3.1. Frozen model tree recursions. We shall specify a Gibbs measure ν on Td by defining
a consistent family of finite-dimensional distributions νt on the depth-t subtrees Tdptq. A
typical manner of specifying νt is to specify a law on some boundary conditions at depth t,
and then to define νt as the law of the configuration on Tdptq given the (random) boundary
conditions.
In our setting some difficulty is imposed by the fact that the frozen model is not a factor
model (or Markov random field) in the conventional sense that η|A and η|B are conditionally
independent given the configuration η|C on any subset C separating A from B — in partic-
ular, given the spins at level t of Td, whether a vertex at level t´ 1 is required to take spin 1
depends on whether its neighboring 0’s in level t are forced or not by 1’s in level t` 1. Also,
the frozen model spins η do not encode the matching m on the f-vertices.
We shall instead specify Gibbs measures for the frozen model via a message-passing system,
as follows. Each vertex v will send a message σvÑw to each neighboring vertex w P Bv
which represents the “state of v ignoring w”; this will be a function 9md´1 of the other d´ 1
incoming messages pσuÑvquPBvzw. The actual state ηv of v is then a function 9md of all its
incoming messages 9σBvÑv ” pσuÑvquPBv. If on the boundary of Tdptq we are given a vector
ηÒ ” pσvÑwqv,w (for v at level t, w the parent of v), then there is a unique completion of
ηÒ to a (bi-directional) message configuration on Tdptq: iterating 9m gives all the messages
upwards in the direction of the root, and once those are known we can recurse back down to
determine the messages in the opposite direction. The measure νt can then be specified by
giving the law of the boundary messages ηÒ (possibly with an additional reweighting): our
choice will be to take ηÒ i.i.d. according to a law q; consistency of the family pνtqt will then
amount to fixed-point relations on q.
The message-passing rule for our frozen model is
9mD : t0, 1, fuD Ñ t0, 1, fu, 9mDp 9ηq “
$’&’%
1, |ti : ηi “ 1u| “ 0,
f, |ti : ηi “ 1u| “ 1,
0, |ti : ηi “ 1u| ě 2.
See Fig. 1 for an illustration: in each panel of the figure, the entire configuration of messages
and vertex spins is uniquely determined by the messages incoming at the boundary of the
subtree depicted.
We then define the νt-probability of a configuration on Tdptq to be (up to a normalizing
factor) the product measure qpηÒq ”śi qpηÒi q tilted by the factor λ ą 1 raised to the number
of upward (in the direction away from the boundary) 1-messages from vertices in Tdpt´ 1q,
including ηÒo ” 9mdppσvÑoqvPBoq ” ηo. Thus
ν1pηo “ 1q “ λp1´ q1q
d
pλ´ 1qp1´ q1qd ` 1 , ν1pηo “ fq “
dq1p1´ q1qd´2
pλ´ 1qp1´ q1qd ` 1 ,
with the remaining probability going to ηo “ 0. The νt are consistent if and only if q satisfies
the frozen model recursions
q1 “ λp1´ q1q
d´1
pλ´ 1qp1´ q1qd´1 ` 1 , qf “
pd´ 1qq1p1´ q1qd´2
pλ´ 1qp1´ q1qd´1 ` 1 “
pd´ 1qq21
λp1´ q1q , (28)
and q0 “ 1 ´ q1 ´ qf. (In contrast, the hard-core model with fugacity parameter λ, which
allows for 0-vertices with any number of neighboring 1-vertices, has recursion q “ λp1 ´
qqd´1{rλp1´ qqd´1 ` 1s on Td.)
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Figure 1. Completion of incoming boundary messages (underlined)
A solution q ” pq1, qf, q0q of the frozen model recursions (28) corresponds to a root q1 of
the function fpqq “ p1´ qqd´1pλ` q´ λqq ´ q which, for 0 ď q ď 1 and λ ą 1, is decreasing
in q and increasing in λ. Therefore (28) is solved by a unique measure q with q1 increasing
in λ. Note that if q1 “ yplog dq{d with y — 1 then
λ “ q1r1´ p1´ q1qd´1sp1´ q1qd “ e
odp1qdy´1y log d. (29)
In the following, to emphasize the dependence on λ we sometimes write ν ” νλ, q ” qλ.
3.2. Auxiliary model and Bethe variational principle. On the tree Td, the frozen
model configuration η “ pη,mq can be uniquely recovered from the configuration σ of mes-
sages on all the directed edges: each vertex spin ηv is determined by applying 9md to the
incoming messages, and m consists of the edges puvq with σuÑv “ σvÑu “ 1. We refer to σ
as the auxiliary configuration, and we now observe that we can define a model on auxiliary
configurations on d-regular graphs which is in bijection with the frozen model but has the
advantage of being a factor model in a relatively simple sense.
Recall our definition of the random d-regular graph Gn,d as given by a uniformly random
matching M on half-edges H “ rnds incident to vertices V “ rns. For convenience, we now
bisect each edge in Gn,d by a new clause vertex a, and refer to the resulting graph as the
pd, 2q-regular bipartite factor graph: this graph has vertex set V Y F with bipartition into
the set V of variables (vertices in the original graph) and the set F of clauses (edges in the
original graph). The new graph has edge set E where piaq P E (i P V , a P F ) indicates
that in the original graph vertex i is incident to edge a. These edges are labelled, thus the
new bipartite graph is simply equivalent to the original graph G “ pV,M,Hq together with
a labelling on M as well as an ordering within each pair formed by M : this contributes a
factor pnd{2q!2nd{2 to the enumeration but clearly the problem remains unchanged, so we
shall continue to use the notation Gn,d for the pd, 2q-regular bipartite factor graph.
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We shall define a model on auxiliary configurations σ on the bipartite factor graph where
σuÑa “ σaÑv ” σuÑv for variables u, v P V joined by clause a P F (that is, the clause
acts trivially by passing on the incoming message). The spins of the auxiliary model are
the bidirectional messages σpvaq ” σpavq ” pσvÑa, σaÑvq, taking values in the alphabet M ”
t0, 1, fu2. Write 9σv for the d-tuple of spins on the edges incident to variable v P V , and
write σˆa for the pair of spins on the edges incident to clause a P F . We hereafter refer to
the intensity ipσq of σ to mean the intensity of its corresponding frozen model configuration,
ipσq ” |tv : 9mdpσvq “ 1u| ` 12 |tv : 9mdpσvq “ fu|.
The weight of configuration σ PM E under the auxiliary model is given by
Ψλpσq ”
ź
vPV
9ϕλp 9σvq
ź
aPF
ϕˆλpσˆaq ” λipσq
ź
vPV
9ϕp 9σvq
ź
aPF
ϕˆpσˆaq ” λipσqΨpσq
for factors defined as follows: in the unweighted version, the variable factor weight 9ϕp 9σvq
is simply the indicator that each outgoing message σvÑa is determined by the message-
passing rule 9md´1 from the incoming messages σbÑv, b P Bvza. We define the clause factor
ϕˆ analogously, so (recalling that σ denotes pair consisting of the variable-to-clause message
followed by the clause-to-variable message) ϕˆpσ, σ´q “ 1tσ “ Rσ´u where R is the reflection
map on M , R : ηη1 ÞÑ η1η. The weighted version gives a factor λ to vertex configurations
9mdp 9σBvÑvq “ 1 and to edge configurations pσ, σ1q “ p11, 11q:
ϕˆλpσ, σ1q “ ϕˆpσ, σ1qλ1tσ“11u “ 1tσ1 “ Rσuλ1tσ“11u,
9ϕλp 9σq “ 9ϕp 9σqλ1tηp 9σq“1u “
$’’’&’’’%
λ, 9σ P Perrp10j , 1fd´jq0ďjďds (1-variable),
1, 9σ P Perrp11, f0j , ffd´1´jq0ďjďd´1s (f-variable),
1, 9σ P Perrpf12, 00j , 0fd´2´jq0ďjďd´2s (0-variable, susceptible),
1, 9σ P Perrp01k, 00j , 0fd´k´jq0ďjďd´k,3ďkďds (0-variable, robust),
(30)
where we have classified a variable with spin 0 in the frozen model as susceptible (hereafter 0s)
if it has exactly two neighboring 1’s, robust otherwise (hereafter 0r).
Remark 3.1. The frozen model is in exact bijection with the auxiliary model.6 Indeed,
let vM ” t00, 01, 10, 0f, f0, ff, ffu and consider the mapping v : M Ñ vM which takes
11 ÞÑ ff, t10, 1fu ÞÑ 10, t01, f1u ÞÑ 01, and acts as the identity on the remaining spins:
vpσq gives the two frozen model spins which must be incident to an edge with auxiliary model
spin σ, with ff indicating a matched pair of f’s. Coordinate-wise application of v to an
auxiliary configuration σ produces the configuration vpσq from which one can directly read
the corresponding frozen configuration η. This mapping is clearly invertible, by changing
the 01-messages incident to 0s-vertices back to f1. Let us note that the distribution of vpσq
is also a factor model, with factors vϕ obtained by applying ϕ to the pre-image under v; we
refer to this as the vertex-auxiliary model.
The primary purpose of defining the auxiliary model is that it gives us the following
approach for calculating EZnα. Given an auxiliary configuration σ, write m ” nd{2 and
consider the normalized empirical measures
9hp 9σq ” n´1 řvPV 1t 9σv “ 9σu p 9σ PM dq variable empirical measure;
hˆpσˆq ” m´1 řaPF 1tσˆa “ σˆu pσˆ PM 2q clause empirical measure.
6The correspondence remains valid even when the graph has multi-edges, provided we count neighbors
with edge multiplicity — e.g. if a 0 neighbors a single 1-variable via a doubled edge, we consider it as
neighboring two distinct 1-variables.
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We regard h ” p 9h, hˆq as a vector indexed by psupp 9ϕ, supp ϕˆq. For σ PM and 9σ P supp 9ϕ let
9Hσ, 9σ denote the number of appearances of σ in 9σ, and similarly write Hˆσ,σˆ for the number of
appearances of σ in σˆ. Then 9H P Zs¯ˆ 9s, Hˆ P Zs¯ˆs¯ where 9s ” | supp 9ϕ|, s¯ ” | supp ϕˆ| “ |M |;
and for h to correspond to a valid configuration σ, the variable and clause empirical measures
must give rise to the same edge marginals
h¯ “ d´1 9H 9h “ 2´1Hˆhˆ, h¯pσq ” pndq´1 řpvaqPH 1tσpvaq “ σu.
Definition 3.2. Let ∆ denote the space of probability measures h ” p 9h, hˆq on suppϕ (i.e.,
9h is a probability measure on supp 9ϕ while hˆ is a probability measure on supp ϕˆ) such that
(i) p 9h, d2 hˆq lies in the kernel of matrix H∆ ”
` 9H ´Hˆ˘ P Zs¯ˆp 9s`s¯q, and
(ii) 9hp 9mdp 9σq “ fq ď βmax (cf. (8)).
Let ∆α denote the subspace of measures h P ∆ with normalized intensity
iphq ” 9hpηp 9σq “ 1q ` 12 9hpηp 9σq “ fq “ h¯p1Zq ` pd{2q h¯p11q “ α.
We shall show (Lem. 5.4) that H∆ is surjective, therefore ∆ is an p 9s´ 1q-dimensional space
with ∆α an p 9s´ 2q-dimensional subspace.
The expected number of auxiliary configurations on Gn,d with empirical measure h is
EZphq “
`
n
n 9h
˘`
m
mhˆ
˘`
nd
ndh¯
˘ 9ϕn 9hϕˆmhˆ ” n!m!pndq!{ ź
σ
pndh¯pσqq!( ź9σ 9ϕp 9σq
n 9hp 9σq
pn 9hp 9σqq!
ź
σˆ
ϕˆpσˆqmhˆpσˆq
pmhˆpσˆqq! .
Stirling’s formula gives EZphq “ nOp1q exptnΦphqu where
Φphq ”
ÿ
9σ
9hp 9σq log 9ϕp 9σq9hp 9σq ` pd{2q
ÿ
σˆ
hˆpσˆq log ϕˆpσˆq
hˆpσˆq ´ d
ÿ
σ
h¯pσq log 1
h¯pσq . (31)
If further minh Ád 1 as nÑ8, then
EZphq “ e
Odpn´1qPphq
p2pinqp 9s´1q{2 exptnΦphqu, Pphq ”
” ś
σ dh¯pσq
2
ś
9σ
9hp 9σqśσˆp12dhˆpσˆqq
ı1{2
. (32)
Clearly an analogous expansion holds for the expectation of the λ-weighted partition function
Zλphq “ λn iphqZphq; we write Φλphq “ Φphq ` iphq log λ for the associated rate function
(with ϕλ in place of ϕ).
The first moment of frozen model configurations at intensity α is EZnα “ řhP∆α EZphq.7
The aim of this section is to compute the exponent ‹Φpαq “ limn n´1 logEZnα by determin-
ing the maximizer ‹hα ” p‹ 9hα, ‹hˆαq of Φ on ∆α. Observe it is clear from the functional
form of Φ that ‹ 9hα and ‹hˆα must be symmetric functions on M d and M 2 respectively.
The fugacity parameter λ serves the purpose of a Lagrange multiplier : if h P ∆α is a
stationary point of Φ restricted to ∆α, then for some λ it must be a stationary point of Φλ
on the unrestricted space ∆. Strictly positive measures h which are stationary for Φλ as
a function on ∆ (unrestricted) correspond to a generalization of the tree Gibbs measures
considered in §3.1, where the boundary conditions are specified by a law on incoming and
outgoing messages, as we now describe. Let Td,2 denote the infinite tree given by bisecting
7Though we omit it from the notation, the sum should be taken over measures h such that n 9h and nd2 hˆ
are integer-valued.
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each edge of Td by a new (clause) vertex; this is the local weak limit of the random pd, 2q-
regular bipartite factor graph. The vertices at level t of Td,2 are variables for t odd, clauses
for t even. If σ is a message configuration on the edges of Td,2ptq — including the edges
Ept ´ 1, tq joining levels t ´ 1 and t — then let Ψλt pσq denote the product of the factor
weights 9ϕλp 9σvq, ϕˆλpσˆaq over all v, a P Td,2pt ´ 1q. For probability measures 9h, hˆ on M we
define the measures
Ztνtpσq “ Ψλt pσq
ś
ePEpt´1,tq 9hσe (t even),
Ztνtpσq “ Ψλt pσq
ś
ePEpt´1,tq hˆσe (t odd),
(33)
with Zt the normalizing constant which makes νt a probability measure.8 The family pνtqt
is consistent if and only if h ” p 9h, hˆq satisfies the Bethe recursions
9z 9hσ “ ř 9σ :σ1“σ 9ϕλp 9σqśdi“2 hˆσi , variable Bethe recursions;
zˆhˆσ “ řσˆ :σ1“σ ϕˆλpσˆq 9hσ2 clause Bethe recursions. (34)
(with 9z, zˆ the normalizing constants). We show below that (as expected from our definition)
these recursions are a generalization of the frozen model recursions (28). Thus a solution h
of (34) specifies a Gibbs measure ν ” νλ for the auxiliary model on Td,2 which generalizes
the measures ν ” νλ described in §3.1.
The Bethe recursions read explicitly as follows. Write Z ” t0, fu, e.g. hˆ1Z ” hˆ10 ` hˆ1f.
The clause Bethe recursions are simply
zˆhˆσ “ 9hRσλ1tσ“11u with zˆ “ 1` pλ´ 1q 9h11. (35)
The variable Bethe recursions are
(a) 9z 9h10 “ 9z 9h1f “ λphˆ1Zqd´1, λ 9z 9h11 “ λphˆfZqd´1,
9z 9hf0 “ 9z 9hff “ pd´ 1qhˆ11phˆfZqd´2, 9z 9hf1 “ pd´ 1qhˆf1phˆ0Zqd´2,
(b) 9z 9h01 “ phˆ0¨qd´1 ´ phˆ0Zqd´1 ´ pd´ 1qhˆ01phˆ0Zqd´2,
(c) 9z 9h00 “ 9z 9h0f “ phˆ0¨qd´1 ´ phˆ0Zqd´1 ´ pd´ 1qhˆ01phˆ0Zqd´2
`12pd´ 1qpd´ 2qrphˆf1q2 ´ phˆ01q2sphˆ0Zqd´3
We immediately have hˆ01 “ hˆf1, hˆ0f “ hˆff, and hˆ00 “ hˆf0, and then comparing (b) and (c)
gives hˆ10 “ hˆ00 “ hˆf0. It then follows from (a) that the following are equivalent (with the
symbol X indicating the identities we already know):
9hf1 “ 9hf0 X“ 9hff, hˆ1f “ hˆ0f X“ hˆff, λ 9h11 “ 9h10 X“ 9h1f, hˆ11 “ hˆ01 X“ hˆf1. (36)
If (36) holds, then (34) reduces to the frozen model recursions (28) with
3 hˆη1η “ qη, therefore (substituting into (35))
3 9hηη1 “ λ´1tηη1“11uqηzˆ with zˆ “ r1´ 13q1p1´ 1{λqs´1
(37)
proving our claim that the measures ν generalize the measures ν of §3.1. The connection
between these Gibbs measures and the rate function Φλ is given by the following variational
principle:
Lemma 3.3. If a measure h in the interior ∆˝ of ∆ is stationary for Φλ, then h corresponds
to a solution h ” hλ of the Bethe recursions (34) via
9z 9hp 9σq “ 9ϕλp 9σqśdi“1 hˆσi , zˆhˆpσˆq “ ϕˆλpσˆqś2i“1 9hσi , z¯h¯pσq “ hˆσ 9hσ (38)
8We suppress the λ-dependence from the notation except to differentiate ϕλ from ϕ ” ϕλ|λ“1.
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with 9z, zˆ, z¯ normalizing constants satisfying z¯ “ 9z{ 9z “ zˆ{zˆ for 9z, zˆ as in (34).
Proof. Follows from [15] upon verifying that 9H, Hˆ are surjective; we will prove a stronger
condition than surjectivity in Lem. 5.4 and (70). 
Recall now that our aim is to locate the global maximizer of Φ on ∆α as a stationary
point of Φλ for some value of λ.
Theorem 3.4. Let ‹hλ denote the unique stationary point of Φλ which corresponds via
(38) to the only solution h ” hλ of the Bethe recursions (34) which satisfies (36), that is,
hˆλη1η “ 13qλη . The unique maximizer ‹hα of Φ on ∆α is given by ‹hλ for the unique value of
λ at which ‹hλp 9mdp 9σq “ 1q “ α.
In view of Lem. 3.3 and our preceding discussion of Gibbs measures and Lagrange multi-
pliers, Thm. 3.4 will follow by showing
1. Any global maximizer ‹hα of Φ on ∆α lies in the interior ∆α˝. Thus for some9 λ it is a
stationary point of Φλ, and hence corresponds via (38) to a solution h ” hα of the Bethe
recursions (34).
2. Any such Bethe solution h ” hα satisfies the symmetries (36), and hence is identified with
the unique solution of the frozen model recursions (28). Consequently λ is given by the
unique solution of ‹hλp 9mdp 9σq “ 1q “ α.
Ruling out boundary maximizers for Φ is relatively easy, so we defer the proof to §4 where
we will use the same argument to rule out boundary maximizers for the second-moment
exponent 2Φ. We turn now to the more delicate task of proving the symmetries (36).
3.3. Bethe recursion symmetries. Suppose ‹hα is an interior maximizer for Φ on ∆α,
and so corresponds to a Bethe solution h ” hλ. Let T´d,2 denote Td,2 with a subtree incident
to the root removed, such that one clause a P Bo is incident to an unmatched half-edge e´
(Fig. 2). Consider defining a Gibbs measure for ϕλ on T´d,2 in the manner of (33), with
boundary law given by h. Then the marginal law of σe´ will be hˆ, and the marginal law of
the d-tuple of spins incident to any given vertex will be 9h. Further, the Gibbs measure on
T´d,2 can be generated in Markovian fashion, starting with spin σe´ distributed according to hˆ,
generating the messages on the other d´ 1 edges incident to o according to the conditional
measure 9hp 9σ |σ1 “ σe´q, and continuing iteratively down the tree.
Write σe´ ” io where i is the incoming message and o is the outgoing (in Fig. 2, o is
directed upwards, i downwards). Given any valid auxiliary configuration σ on the edges of
T´d,2, changing i and passing the changed message through the tree (via 9md´1) produces a
new auxiliary configuration σ1 (Fig. 2). The symmetries (36) will follow by showing that
for any fixed o, the effect of changing i is measure-preserving under the Gibbs measure
να corresponding to ‹hα. From our definition of the Gibbs measure via the boundary law,
the measure-preserving property will follow by showing that the effect of changing i almost
surely does not percolate down the tree.
Indeed, recall that we already saw directly from the Bethe recursions that hˆ0η “ hˆfη for any
η: this corresponds to the fact that 9md´1 does not differentiate between incoming messages
0 and f, so changing i from 0 to f or vice versa has no effect at all below e´. We also found
that hˆη0 does not depend on η: if o “ 0 then all messages outgoing from the root must be
0 or f, so changing i can have an effect at most one level down.
9Eventually we will find λ “ λ‹ “ expt´p‹Φq1pαqu.
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Figure 2. Change of message incoming down to e´ is passed down T´d,2
(ηη´:η` means message η up, message η´ down in σ, message η` down in σ1)
Proof of Thm. 3.4. We shall assume that the maximizer ‹hα of Φ on ∆α lies in the interior
∆α˝, deferring the proof to §4 (see Propn. 4.5 and Cor. 4.8).
From the above discussion it remains to show the corresponding Bethe solution h ” hα
satisfies hˆ11 “ hˆf1: meaning that in the Gibbs measure να corresponding to ‹hα, changing io
from 11 to f1 or vice versa has a finite-range effect. Fig. 2 shows that the effect of changing
11 to f1 can only propagate through components of f-variables, while the effect of changing
f1 to 11 can only propagate through chains of alternating 1- and 0s-variables (cf. (30)).10
We claim that both propagations are subcritical under να. By (38), for any 2 ď j ď d the
density of 0-variables with exactly j neighboring 1-variables is, up to a normalizing constant,`
d
j
˘ 9hj10 9hd´jZ0 (where we have used that 9h10 “ 9h1f). Thus, among all the edges incident to 0-
variables, the proportion coming from 1-variables is
α1
1´ α1 ´ β “
1
d
ř
jě2 j
`
d
j
˘
ujř
jě2
`
d
j
˘
uj
where u ” 9h10{ 9hZ0. (39)
This is an increasing function of u (the derivative in u is the variance of a conditioned
binomial random variable), so in the regime αlbd ď α ď αubd we must have
9h10{ 9h¨0 “ α r1`Op log dd qs. (40)
Comparing the number of 1-to-0s edges with the number of other 1-to-0 edges gives (applying
(38) and (40))
9hf1
9h01
“ ndhˆp1f, f1q
ndhˆp10, 01q “
2n 9hpη “ 0sq
ndα´ 2n 9hpη “ 0sq “
2
ˆ
d
2
˙
u2ÿ
jě3
j
ˆ
d
j
˙
uj
ď d´3{2. (41)
10Here we write η-variables to mean variables with spin η in the corresponding frozen model configuration.
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Thus, conditioned on io “ f1, the expected number of a P Bo with σaÑo “ f is less than
one, from which it follows that the effect of changing f1 to 11 does not percolate.11 Likewise
β
1´ α´ β ě
1
d
ř
jě2pd´ jqp 9hf0{ 9hZ0q
`
d
j
˘
ujř
jě2
`
d
j
˘
uj
“ 9hf0{ 9hZ0 r1´Opplog dq{dqs
so 9hf0{ 9h00 À d´3{2 which implies that the effect of changing 11 to f1 does not percolate,
concluding the proof. 
3.4. Explicit form of first moment exponent. We conclude this section by giving the
explicit form of ‹Φpαq ” ‹Φdpαq when αlbd ď α ď αubd:
Proposition 3.5. For d ě d0, αlbd ď α ď αubd, ‹Φpαq ” ‹Φdpαq is given by
‹Φpαq “ ´ logr1´ qp1´ 1{λqs ´ pd{2´ 1q logr1´ q2p1´ 1{λqs ´ α log λ (42)
where λ and q are determined from α via$’&’%
λ “ q 1´ p1´ qqd´1p1´ qqd , and q ” xplog dq{d is the unique solution of
α “ q 1` pd{2´ 1qp1´ qqd´11` q ´ p1´ qqd´1 on the interval 1.6 ď x ď 3.
(43)
On the interval αlbd ď α ď αubd the function ‹Φ is strictly decreasing, with a unique zero
α‹ in the interval’s interior. The gap between α‹ and the first moment threshold α˝ of the
original independent set partition function (3) is given by
α˝ ´ α‹ “
´
e log d
2d
¯2”
1`O
´ 1
log d
¯ı
. (44)
Proof. In the following, let q ” qλ denote the solution pq1qλ of the recursions (28).
Explicit Bethe prediction. Substituting (38) into (31) and rearranging gives
‹Φλ “ Φλp‹hλq “ log 9z ` pd{2q log zˆ ´ dřσ h¯pσq logr 9hσhˆσ{h¯pσqs“ log 9z ` pd{2q log zˆ ´ d log z¯.
We use (37) to calculate z¯, 9z, zˆ in terms of q, λ:
z¯ “ zˆ
ÿ
σ
hˆσhˆRσ
λ1tσ“11u
“ zˆ
ÿ
η,η1
pqη{3qpqη1{3q
λ1tσ“11u
“ zˆ9 r1´ q
2p1´ 1{λqs;
zˆ “
ÿ
σ
λ1tσ“11u 9hσ 9hRσ “ zˆ2
ÿ
σ
hˆσhˆRσ
λ1tσ“11u
“ z¯zˆ;
9z “ λphˆ1Zqd ` dhˆ11phˆfZqd´1 `
ˆ
d
2
˙
phˆf1q2phˆ0Zqd´2 `
ÿ
kě3
phˆ01qkphˆ0Zqd´k
“ 13d r1` pλ´ 1qp1´ qq
ds “ 1´ q2p1´ 1{λq3dr1´ qp1´ 1{λqs “ z¯ 9z.
Substituting back into (38) gives 9hp 9mdp 9σq “ 1q “ 9z´1λphˆ10qd “ qp1 ´ qq{r1 ´ q2p1 ´ 1{λqs
and 9hp 9mdp 9σq “ fq “ 9z´1dhˆ11phˆfZqd´1 “ dq{rλp1´ qqs 9hp 9mdp 9σq “ 1q, therefore
α “ 9hp 9mdp 9σq “ 1q ` 12 9hp 9mdp 9σq “ fq “ q 1´ q ` dq{p2λq1´ q2p1´ 1{λq .
11Note the main estimate we required for this argument as that 9hpη “ 0sq ! d´1, which is intuitively
clear and can be derived by other means. We have taken an approach which circumvents further a priori
estimates.
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The recursion (28) also gives the expressions in (43) for λ and α solely in terms of q. The
mapping q ÞÑ α is not one-to-one on the entire interval 0 ď q ď 1, but recalling (40) we must
have q “ xplog dq{d for 1.6 ď x ď 3, and on this interval it is easily verified that the mapping
is indeed one-to-one, with λ “ dxqr1 ` Opd´1plog dq2qs and Dq α “ 1 ` Opd´1{2q where Dq
denotes the total derivative with respect to q. This completes the verification of (43); it then
follows from Thm. 3.4 that ‹Φpαq “ ‹Φλp‹hλq ´ α log λ is given by (42). We note here that
‹Φ1pαq “ ´ log λ, therefore ‹Φ2pαq “ ´pDqαq´1Dqplog λq “ ´dr1`Opplog dq´1qs.
Comparison of first-moment exponents. By contrast, the original independent set partition
function has first-moment exponent Φpαq calculated in (6). This exponent also has a Bethe
variational characterization, which can be expressed in terms of the fixed point q´ of the
hard-core tree recursions:
Φpαq “ logrλ´p1´ q´qd ` 1s ´ pd{2q logp1´ q´2q ´ α log λ´
where q´ “ λ´p1´ q´qd´1
1` λ´p1´ q´qd´1 and α “
λ´p1´ q´qd
1` λ´p1´ q´qd .
This formula can be derived loosely in the same manner as (42); its validity can be checked
simply by verifying that it agrees with (6). The relation between α, q´ is given by α “ α´pq´q “
q´{p1 ` q´q, q´ “ α´´1pαq “ α{p1 ´ αq, so we compare ‹Φpαq and Φpαq by expressing both in
terms of q: ‹Φpαq is given by (42) with α, λ defined in terms of q by (43), while
Φpαq “ ´ logp1´ q´q ´ pd{2´ 1q logp1´ q´2q ´ α log λ´,
where λ´ “ q´{p1´ q´qd and q´ “ α´´1pαpqqq.
Let us emphasize that q and q´ are not equal but rather are related through the same α;
explicitly q´ “ qp1´ q ` dq2λq{p1´ q ´ d´22λ q2q. A little algebra then gives
pΦ´Φqpαq “ log 1´ q ` q{λ1´ q ` log
1´ q
1´ q´ ` pd{2´ 1q log
1´ q2 ` q2{λ
1´ q´2 ´ α log
λ´
λ
“ log 1´ q ` q{λ1´ q ` log
p1´ qqp1´ q ´ d´22λ q2q
p1´ qq2 ´ d´1λ q2
` pd{2´ 1q log p1´ qq
2p1´ d´22λ q
2
1´q q2
p1´ qq2 ´ d´1λ q2
´ α log λ´
λ
“ log
´
1` q
λp1´ qq
¯
´ log
´
1´ d´ 22λ
q2
1´ q
¯
` d log 1´
d´2
2λ
q2
1´q
r1´ d´1
λ
q2
p1´qq2 s1{2
´ α log λ´
λ
.
Taylor expanding (recalling q “ xplog dq{d, λ “ dxqr1`Opd´1plog dq2qs) gives
α log λ´
λ
“ α log q´
q
` dα log 1´ q1´ q´ ´
Opq2{λqhkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkj
α logr1´ p1´ qqds
“ α log
´
1` dq2λ
1` p1´ 2d qq
1´ q ´ d´22λ q2
¯
` dα log
´
1` dq22λ
1` p1´ 2d qq
p1´ qq2p1´ pd´1qq2λp1´qq2 q
¯
´O
´
q2
λ
¯
“ dq22λ pdq ` 1q `O
´
d2q4
λ
` d3q4
λ2
¯
“ dq22λ pdq ` 1q `O
´ plog dq3
dx`1
` plog dq2
d2x´1
¯
.
Substituting into the above expression for pΦ´Φqpαq and expanding the other terms gives
pΦ´Φqpαq “ q
λ
` dq22λ pdq ` 2q `O
´
dq3
λ
` d2q3
λ2
¯
´ α log λ´
λ
“ q
λ
` dq22λ `O
´
d2q4
λ
` d3q4
λ2
¯
“ q2λpdq ` 2q `O
´ plog dq3
dx`1
` plog dq2
d2x´1
¯
— d´x log d. (45)
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Comparison of first-moment thresholds. It is clear from the above that ‹Φ has a unique zero
αlbd ă α‹ ă α˝ with α˝ the first moment threshold of the original independent partition
function, determined in Lem. 2.1. Let q˝, λ˝ denote the solution of (43) for α “ α˝, and note
q˝ “ α˝r1 ` Opd´1plog dq2qs. Consider 0 ď δ ď d´2plog dq3: applying (45) with the above
estimate of ‹Φ2pαq gives
‹Φpα˝ ´ δq “ ‹Φpα˝q ` δ log λ˝ `Opdδ2q
“ ´p2λ˝q´1α˝pdα˝ ` 2qr1`Opd´1plog dq3qs ` δ log λ˝,
so the gap between the threshold is given by
α˝ ´ α‹ “ r1`Opd´1plog dq3qsα˝pdα˝ ` 2q2λ˝ log λ˝ — d
´2plog dq2.
For a more precise estimate, recall from Lem. 2.1 that α˝ “ rα˝r1`Opd´1 log dqs where rα˝ is
the zero of F pαq ” logpe{αq ´ pd` 1qα{2. Then
log λ˝ “ F pq˝q ` pdq˝{2q `Opd´1plog dq2q
“ pdq˝{2q `Opd´1plog dq3q “ pdrα˝{2q r1`Opd´1plogq2qs.
Substituting into the above gives (44), concluding the proof. 
4. Second moment of frozen model
In this section we compute the exponential growth rate ‹2Φpαq “ limnÑ8 n´1 logErZ2nαs
of the second moment of the (truncated) frozen model partition function (8). This is done
in the same framework as in introduced in §3, regarding the second moment as the first
moment of the partition function of pair frozen model configurations pη1,η2q on the same
underlying graph. The corresponding model of pair auxiliary configurations τ ” pσ1, σ2q has
factors 9ϕ2 ” 9ϕ b 9ϕ and ϕˆ2 ” ϕˆ b ϕˆ, and rate function 2Φ on the space 2∆α of empirical
measures 2h with both marginals in ∆α.
Theorem 4.1. The rate function 2Φ on 2∆α attains its maximum only at the product measure‹
2hα ” ‹hα b ‹hα or at the measure ¨2¨hα with marginals ‹hα which is supported on pair
configurations τ ” pσ, σq.
4.1. Intermediate overlap regime. Write 2Znαpnρq for the contribution to pZnαq2 from
pair frozen model configurations pη1,η2q on G in which exactly nρ vertices take spin 1 in
both configurations. In this subsection we show that the value of ρ maximizing Er2Znαpnρqs
must either be very small or very close to α. This will be done by a rather crude comparison
with the contribution 2Znαpnρq to pZnαq2 from pair independent set configurations px1, x2q
on G with overlap nρ. At the same time we shall prove that the global maximizer of Φ
on ∆α lies in the interior ∆α˝ (as required in the proof of Thm. 3.4), and that any global
maximizer of 2Φ on 2∆α away from ¨2¨hα lies in the interior 2∆α˝. More refined estimates for
the regimes near ‹2hα and ¨2¨hα are reserved for §4.3 and 4.4.
Given a pair frozen configuration ηi ” pηi,miq (i “ 1, 2) on G, define
ω ” ωpη1,η2q PPV , P ” t0, 1, fu2 Y tf!fu (46)
by setting ωv “ pη1v , η2vq unless pη1v , η2vq “ ff and v is matched to different vertices under m1
and m2, in which case we set ωv “ f!f. For η P t0, 1, fu write Pη for the spins ω PP with
either coordinate equal to η. For S Ď V write
(for ω PP) Sω ” tv P S : ωv “ ωu, nω ” |Vω|;
(for η P t0, 1, fu) Sη ” tv P S : ωv PPηu, nη ” |Vη|. (47)
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Let V ‚0f denote the set of 0f-vertices whose matched partner does not have spin 1f, and
n‚0f ” |V ‚0f| “ n0f ´ n1f. Define symmetrically V ‚f0 and n‚f0 ” |V ‚f0|. We decompose
Er2Znαpnρqs “
ÿ
piPMpnα,nρq
Er2Zppiqs and Er2Znαpnρqs “
ÿ
piPMpnα,nρq
Er2Zppiqs
where Mpnα, nρq is the appropriate space of empirical measures on t0, 1u2 and Mpnα, nρq
is the appropriate space of empirical measures on P.
Proposition 4.2. Suppose αlbd ď α ď αubd and 0 ď ρ ď α ´ ε0plog dq{d for ε0 a small
positive constant uniform in d. For d ě d0pε0q, n ě n0pdq,
Er2Znαpnρqs “ Er2Znαpnρqs exptOrnd´1pd´0.49 ` d´3ε0{4qsu,
(recalling that Z refers to the frozen model while Z refers to the independent set model).
Proof. Let pi P Mpnα, nρq; we decompose the expected contribution from pi to the pair
frozen model partition function as
Er2Zppiqs “ cppiqErJpifJpi1Jpi0 s (48)
where cppiq denotes the multinomial coefficient ` n
npi
˘
, and the Jpiη are defined with respect to
a fixed spin configuration ω PPV with empirical measure pi, as follows: Jpif is the number of
matchings on the f-vertices; Jpi1 is the indicator that 1-vertices neighbor only 0-vertices and
further that every vertex in V0f Y Vf0 is forced; and Jpi0 is the indicator that every vertex in
V00 Y V01 Y V10 is “forced,” that is, has at least two 1-neighbors in each coordinate in which
it takes spin 0.
Matchings on f-vertices.
Let jfppiq ” ErJpif s denote the expected number of matchings on the nf free vertices in the
spin configuration ω. We claim that for any valid pi,
p2nq´1kfppiq ď jfppiq ď kfppiq where
kfppiq ” d
nf`nf!f
rd{pd´ 1qsnf!f
pnff ´ 1q!!pn0fqn1fpnf0qnf1pn‚0f ` nf!f ´ 1q!!pn‚f0 ` nf!f ´ 1q!!
rndspnf`nf!fq{2
.
(49)
(For each vertex in VfzVf!f we distinguish one half-edge to participate in the matching. For
each f!f-vertex we distinguish an ordered pair of half-edges, the first to participate in m1
and the second in m2. There are nf ` nf!f distinguished half-edges in total.) If nf ă 2 then
jfppiq “ kfppiq; in general, kf upper bounds jf because it counts matchings without enforcing
the constraint that two f!f-vertices cannot be matched in both m1 and m2.
For the lower bound when nf!f ě 2, suppose without loss that n‚f0 ě n‚0f, and note this
implies a‚ ” n‚f0 ` nf!f must be at least 4 — otherwise nf!f “ 2 while n‚0f “ n‚f0 “ 0 so
there is no valid matching on the f!f-vertices. Say that all the distinguished half-edges
have been assigned except for the a‚ half-edges incident to V ‚f0 Y Vf!f which were chosen
to participate in m1. Now match these remaining half-edges one pair at a time, but avoid
forming pairs already present in m2. The number of choices for the first pa‚{2q ´ 1 pairs is
ě pa‚ ´ 2qpa‚ ´ 4q ¨ ¨ ¨ 2 ě pa‚ ´ 3q!! ě pa‚ ´ 1q!!{n.
The procedure succeeds if and only if the final pair remaining is not already present in
m2. To bound the probability that it fails, note that if given a failed matching in which the
final pair is already present in m2, we can choose any of the first pa‚{2q´1 pairs, and switch
the half-edges in one of two ways to produce a valid matching (Fig. 3). Thus each failed
matching maps to a‚ ´ 2 valid matchings.
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(a) Matching of final a‚ half-edges fails because final (leftmost) pair already present in m2
(b) One valid switching (c) A distinct valid switching
Figure 3. Two valid switchings of a failed matching (dashed lines m1, solid lines m2).
In the reverse direction, if the final pair is given then the failed matching can be uniquely
recovered from the valid matching, so each valid matching has at most nf!f{2 preimages.
Thus the ratio of failed to valid matchings is (recalling a‚ ě 4) at most pnf!f{2q{pa‚ ´ 2q ď
p2´4{a‚q´1 ď 1. This proves that the matching procedure succeeds with probability at least
1{2, and the lower bound in (49) follows. Combining with cppiq gives
nOp1q cppiq jfppiq “ d
pnf`nf!fq{2 p1´ 1{dqnf!f 2´nff{2 n! pn‚0f ` nf!f ´ 1q!! pn‚f0 ` nf!f ´ 1q!!
pśωPt0,1u2 nω!q pnff{2q!n1f!nf1!n‚0f!n‚f0! śpnf`nf!fq{2´1i“0 pn´ 1{d´ 2i{dq .
Edges from 1-vertices.
Fix any matchingm on the f-vertices, and letEω denote the number of unmatched half-edges
incident to Vω given the matching on the f-vertices; the total is E “ řωEω “ nd´nf´nf!f.
Consider the assignment of the remaining E1 “ n1d´ n1f ´ nf1 unmatched half-edges from
vertices with spin 1 in either coordinate. Recalling Z ” t0, fu, define χK,F to be the indicator
that there are K edges between V10 and V01, F1 edges between V1Z and V0f, and F2 edges
between VZ1 and Vf0; and let j1,K,F ppi,mq ” ErJpi1χK,F |ms. Then, writing F‚ ” F1 ` F2,
j1,K,F ppi,mq “ pE1ZqF1pE0fqF1pF1q!
pEZ1qF2pEf0qF2
pF2q!
pE10qKpE01qK
K!
pE00qE1´2K´F‚
rEsE1´K
“ exptOpF‚ log dd qu
pE1ZqF1pE0fqF1pEZ1qF2pEf0qF2
pF1q!pF2q!pE00 ´E1qF‚looooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooon
b1,F ppi,mq
ˆ pE10qKpE01qKpE00qE1´2K
K!rEsE1´Klooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooonra1,Kppi,mq
.
Let a1,Kppi,mq ” ra1,Kppi,mq {g1pE,E1,E00q where g1 is as in (14). We then estimate
a1,Kppi,mq
„ pE10E01qK
K!pE00 ´E1qK
´1 #ď exptOpKβmaxqu for all K;
ě exptOpK log d
d
qu for K À K‹ ” E10E01{E. . (50)
Similarly, writing F ‹ ” pF1, F2q‹ ” pE1ZE0f{E,EZ1Ef0{Eq, we have
b1,F ppi,mq
„ pE1ZE0fqF1pEZ1Ef0qF2
pF1q!pF2q!pE00 ´E1qF‚
´1 #ď 1 for all F ,
ě exptOpF‚ log dd qu for F À F ‹.
Forcing of 0-vertices.
Recall (13) that g0pn, ndζ1¨q denotes the probability, with respect to a uniformly random
assignment of ndζ1¨ half-edges to n degree-d vertices, that each vertex is forced (that is,
receives at least two of the incoming half-edges). Similarly, define the following:
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1. For n‚ ď n, suppose each variable 1 ď i ď n‚ has degree d, while each variable n‚ ă i ď n
has already received one forcing half-edge, and now has degree d´ 1. Let g‚0pn, n‚, ndζ1¨q
denote the probability, with respect to a uniformly random assignment of ndζ1¨ half-edges
to the n vertices, that each vertex is forced (thus, each vertex n‚ ă i ď n is required only
to receive at least one incoming half-edge).
2. Writing ζ ” pζ11, ζ10, ζ01q, let g00pn, ndζq denote the probability, with respect to a uni-
formly random assignment of ndζ half-edges to n degree-d vertices, that each vertex is
forced in both coordinates (that is, receives at least two of the incoming half-edges both
from t11, 10u and from t11, 01u).
Then j0,K,F ppi,mq ” ErJpi0 |m,Jpi1χK,F ą 0s can be written as
j0,K,F ppi,mq “
(a)hkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkj
g0pn10, Kqg0pn01, Kqˆ
(b)hkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkj
g‚0pn0f, n‚0f, F1qg‚0pnf0, n‚f0, F2q
ˆ g00pn00, pE11,E1Z ´K ´ F1,EZ1 ´K ´ F2qqlooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
(c)
.
The functions g0 and g00 were estimated in Propn. 2.9. It is clear that g‚0 satisfies the same
estimates as g0, so we conclude
(a) is exptOppn10 ` n01qd´4ε0{5qu for K ě 9{10 ¨ E10E01{E;
(b) is exptOppn0f ` nf0qd´4ε0{5qu for F1 ě 9{10 ¨ E1ZE0f{E, F2 ě 9{10 ¨ EZ1Ef0{E;
(c) is exptOpnd´1.65qu for K À n10 ^ n01.
Comparison of frozen model with independent set.
From the preceding estimates, arg maxK a1,Kppi,mq must be close to K‹. If K deviates from
K‹ by more than a p1 ˘ εq-factor for ε a small constant uniform in d, then the resulting
decrease in a1,Kppi,mq will be much larger than any possible gain in j0,K,F ppi,mq:
a1,Kppi,mq { a1,K‹ppi,mq ď expt´23ε2 ¨K‹u ď expt´12ε2 ¨ npε0 log dq2{du,
j0,K,F ppi,mq { j0,K‹,F ppi,mq ď 1 { j0,K‹,Lppi,mq ď exptOpnpε0 log dq{dqu.
Therefore we may restrict consideration to 9{10 ¨ K‹ ” K ď K ď K ” 11{10 ¨ K‹, since
the contribution to Er2Zppiqs from K outside this regime must be an exponentially small
fraction of the total. By the same reasoning we may similarly restrict F ” pF1, F2q to lie in
the regime 9{10 ¨ F ‹ ” F ď F ď F ” 11{10 ¨ F ‹, therefore
Er2Zppiqs — cppiq jfppiqEm
„ ÿ
KďKďK
ÿ
FďFďF
j1,K,F ppi,mq j0,K,F ppi,mq

(51)
where Em denotes the expectation over the random matching m, conditioned on Jpif being
positive. For any pi PMpnα, nρq, consider the measure pi PMpnα, nρq defined by
pi11 “ pi11, pi10 “ pi10 ` pi1f ` 12pif¨, pi01 “ pi01 ` pif1 ` 12pi¨f,
with the remaining probability going to pi00. Then
Er2Zppiqs
Er2Zppiqs “
cppiq jfppiq
cppiq
EmrřK,F j1,K,F ppi,mqj0,K,F ppi,mqsř
K j1,K,0ppiq
,
and it follows from the above estimates that this is dOpnβmaxq exptOpnd´1.65 ` n1d´3ε0{4qu,
implying the result. 
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Corollary 4.3. Suppose αlbd ď α ď αubd and ε0 ą 0 a small positive constant uniform
in d. For d ě d0pε0q, 2Φ can only attain its global maximum on 2∆α either in the near-
independence regime ‹2∆α Ď 2∆α of measures with overlap ρ ď d´1, or in the near-identical
regime ¨2¨∆α Ď 2∆α of measures with overlap α´ ε0plog dq{d ď ρ ď α.
Proof. We shall prove that for d ě d0pε0q and n ě n0pdq, the ratio of Er2Znαpnρqs to
maxr Er2Znαpnrqs is exponentially small in n for all d´1.45 ď ρ ď α ´ ε0plog dq{d. We begin
with an analogous calculation in the independent set model: there is no matching on the
f-vertices and no forcing constraint on the 0-vertices, so
Er2Znαpnρqs
ErZnαs “
ÿ
piPMpnα,nρq
cppiqErJpi1 s`
n
nα
˘
g1pnd, ndα, 0q “
ÿ
piPMpnα,nρq
cppiqg1pnd, n1d, 0qřK a1,Kppiq`
n
nα
˘
g1pnd, ndα, 0q ,
where a1,Kppiq ” a1,Kppi,∅q for a1,Kppi,mq as in (50). For n1 À nplog dq{d we have
g1pnd, n1d, 0q “ expt´12n21d{n`Opnd´2plog dq3qu.
The estimates of Propn. 4.2 implyÿ
K
a1,Kppiq “ exptOpK log dd qu
ÿ
K
pn10n01dqK
K!pn00 ´ n1qK “ exptn10n01d{n`Opnd
´2plog dq3qu.
Combining gives
Er2Znαpnρqs “ ErZnαs exptngαpρq `Opnd´2plog dq3qu where
gαpρq ” αHp ραq ` p1´ αqHpα´ρ1´αq ´ d2nα2 ` d2nρ2.
The function gα has first derivative pgαq1pρq “ 2 logpα ´ ρq ´ log ρ ´ logp1 ´ 2α ` ρq ` dρ;
differentiating again gives pgαq2pρq “ d´ 2pα´ ρq´1 ´ ρ´1 ´ p1´ 2α` ρq´1, so we see that
gα is strictly convex on the interval 2{d ď ρ ď α´ 3{d. From the expression for pgαq1 we see
that the (unique) minimizer ρ˝ of gα on this interval must lie near plog dq{d, and so applying
Propn. 4.2 gives
sup2d´1.48ďρďρ˝ Er2Znαpnρqs
Er2Znαpnd´1.48qs “ exptOpnd
´1.49qusup2d´1.48ďρďρ˝ Er2Znαpnρqs
Er2Znαpnd´1.48qs ; (52)
supρ˝ďρďα´ε0plog dq{d Er2Znαpnρqs
Er2Znαpnα´ nε0plog dq{p2dqqs “ exptOpn{dqu
supρ˝ďρďα´ε0plog dq{d Er2Znαpnρqs
Er2Znαpnα´ nε0plog dq{p2dqqs . (53)
We estimate pgαq1pρq ď ´plog dq{10 for d´1.85ρ ď 100{d, and similarly pgαq1pρq ě plog dq{10
for 1.6plog dq{d ď ρ ď α´ d´1.25. Thus
(52) is ď exptn rgαp2d´1.48q ´ gαpd´1.48qs `Opnd´1.49qu ď expt´nd´1.48u,
(53) is ď exptnrgαpnα´ nε0plog dq{dq ´ gαpnα´ nε0plog dq{p2dqqs `Opn{dqu
ď expt´nε0plog dq{du.
These estimates cover the entire interval d´1.45 ď ρ ď α´ε0plog dq{d, implying the result. 
4.2. Boundary estimates.
Proposition 4.4. For αlbd ď α ď αubd the following hold:
(a) For d ě d0, n ě n0pdq, arg max0ďβďβmax ErZnpα´β{2q,nβs is positive.
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(b) Suppose 0 ď ρ ď α ´ ε0plog dq{d for ε0 a small positive constant uniform in d. Then
for d ě d0pε0q, n ě n0pdq, any measure pi P Mpnα, nρq maximizing Er2Zppiqs has full
support on P; further pi‚0f ” pi0f ´ pi1f and pi‚f0 ” pif0 ´ pif1 must be positive.
Proof. Suppose that piω ” nω{n is the maximizer of Er2Zppiqs on Mpnα, nρq. We prove (b)
by a series of comparison estimates. Write δ ” n{ed2 .
1. Suppose pi0f “ 0, and consider the measure
pi “ pi ` pδ{nq p2 ¨ 1t0fu ´ 1t00, 01uq PMpnα, nρq. (54)
Letm denote any matching on the f-vertices for the pi-configuration; clearlyE0f “ F1 “ 0.
Likewise let m denote any matching on the f-vertices for the pi-configuration; note that
in this case 0 ď F1 ď E0f “ 2δd´Opδq. We estimate
j1,K,pF1,F2qppi,mq
j1,K,p0,F2qppi,mq “
pE1ZqF1pE0fqF1
F1!EF1 dOpδq
pEZ1 ´ δdqF2
pEZ1qF2
pE01 ´ δdqK
pE01qK
‹“ dOpδq,
j0,K,pF1,F2qppi,mq
j0,K,p0,F2qppi,mq “ e
Opδq g‚0pn0f, n0f, F1q “ eOpδq g0pδ, F1q ‹“ eOpδq
where ‹ holds for K,F appearing in the sum (51) with respect to the pi-configuration.
Thus
Er2Zppiqs
Er2Zppiqs “
cppiq jfppiq
cppiq jfppiq
EmrřK,F j1,K,F ppi,mq j0,K,F ppi,mqs
EmrřK,F2 j1,K,p0,F2qppi,mq j0,K,p0,F2qppi,mqsloooooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooooon
ědOpδq
ě pn{δq
δ
dOpδq
" 1,
contradicting the assumption that pi was a maximizer Er2Zppiqs on Mpnα, nρq.
2. Since the preceding estimate shows that pi0f and pif0 must be positive, we must have
δ1 ” pn0f ^ nf0q{ed2 " 0 scaling linearly with n. Suppose pi‚0f “ 0: if we let pi be defined
by (54) with δ1 in place of δ, then a simple term-by-term comparison gives
Er2Zppiqs
Er2Zppiqs “ e
Opδ1qcppiq jfppiq
cppiq jfppiq ě
pn{δ1qδ1
dOpδ1q
" 1,
again a contradiction. Similarly, if piff “ 0, then Er2Zppiqs ! Er2Zppiqs
pi “ pi ` pδ1{nq p2 ¨ 1tffu ´ 1t10, 01uq PMpnα, nρq.
This proves that pi‚0f, pi‚f0, and piff must be positive.
3. Let δ2 ” pn‚0f ^ n‚f0 ^ nffq{ed2 ; by the preceding estimates we have δ2 " 0 scaling linearly
with n. By similar calculations as before, if pif!f “ 0 then Er2Zppiqs ! Er2Zppiqs for
pi “ pi ` pδ2{nq p2 ¨ 1tf!fu ´ 1t0f, f0uq PMpnα, nρq.
If pi1f “ 0, then Er2Zppiqs ! Er2Zppiqs for
pi “ pi ` pδ2{nq p1t1f, 0fu ´ 2 ¨ 1tffuq PMpnα, nρq.
This concludes the proof of (b). The first-moment estimate (a) follows simply by restricting
consideration to pi supported on t00, 11, ffu. 
Proposition 4.5. For αlbd ď α ď αubd the following hold:
(a) For d ě d0, any global maximizer of Φ on ∆α must be strictly positive on suppϕ.
(b) Fix any small constant ε0 ą 0 uniform in d. For d ě d0pε0q, any global maximizer of 2Φ
on 2∆α which lies outside of ¨2¨∆α must be strictly positive on suppϕ2.
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Proof. We shall prove (b); the proof of (a) is similar but simpler.
Boundary derivative of rate function.
As we have noted before, the functional form of 2Φ implies that the optimal h in 2∆α must
be symmetric, with
2Φphq “
ř
9τ
9hp 9τq log 9ϕ2p 9τq `Hp 9hq ´ d2Hph¯q
For δ ” p 9δ, δˆq such that h` tδ is also symmetric and lies in 2∆α for t ě 0 small, consider
Tp2Φqph; δq ” lim
tÓ0
2Φph` tδq ´ 2Φphq
t logp1{tq “
9δrpsupp 9hqcs ´ pd{2q δ¯rpsupp h¯qcs.
To show that h is not a maximizer it suffices to exhibit Tp2Φqph; δq ą 0 for some δ. In
particular, it follows by convexity that for any h P 2∆α, h` tp‹2hα´hq P 2∆α˝ for t ą 0 small
and ‹2hα as in the statement of Thm. 4.1. Therefore, if h is a maximizer such that the edge
marginal has full support supp h¯ “M 2, then necessarily supph “ suppϕ2, since otherwise
Tp2Φqph; ‹2hα ´ hq ą 0.
Positive maximizer for vertex-auxiliary model.
Clearly the preceding calculation applies equally well to the rate function v2Φ of the pair
version of the vertex-auxiliary model introduced in Rmk. 3.1, with factors vϕ2 ” vϕ b vϕ.
We now show that the maximizer vh of v2Φ in the regime ρ ď α ´ ε0plog dq{d satisfies
supp vh¯ “ vM 2, hence (from the above) supp vh “ supp vϕ2.
By Propn. 4.4b, vh must satisfy vh¯p rs q ą 0 for r, s any of the sets in the partition t10u,
t01u, tffu, 0Z “ t00, 0fu, fZ “ tf0, ffu (e.g. vh¯p fffZ q ą 0 due to the presence of f!f-variables.
If τ ” pσ1, σ2q R supp vh¯, then τ´ ” pσ´1, σ´2q P supp vh¯ for some choice of σ´i belonging to the
same subset as σi in this partition. Therefore pτ´ , τq P supp v 9h for some τ P vM 2pd´1q, so
pτ, τq P supp v 9ϕ2z supp v 9h. By the symmetry vh¯pσq “ vh¯pRσq, there must exist τ 1 P vM 2pd´1q
such that pRτ´ , τ 1q P supp v 9h. If τ belongs to ZZ ˆ pZZ Y tff, 10, 01uq, then pRτ, τ 1q must be
in supp v 9ϕ2z supp v 9h. Taking
v 9δ “ 1pτ,τq ´ 1pτ´ ,τq ` 1pRτ,τ 1q ´ 1pRτ´ ,τ 1q, vδ¯ “ 1dp1τ ´ 1τ´ ` 1Rτ ´ 1Rτ´ q
gives Tpv2Φqpvh; vδq “ 2´1 ą 0, proving our claim that the vertex-auxiliary maximizer must
have supp vh¯ “ vM 2, hence supp vh “ supp vϕ2.
Positive maximizer for auxiliary model.
It directly follows from supp vh¯ “ vM 2 that the maximizer h for the original auxiliary model
on 2∆αz¨2¨∆α satisfies h¯p rs q ą 0 for r, s any of the sets in the partition t00u, t0fu, tf0u,tffu, t11u, 1Z, Z1. Further, since supp v 9h “ supp v 9ϕ2 we may replace Z1 in the above list
by t01u, tf1u. By symmetry, the only remaining possibility for τ R supp h¯ is that either τ
or Rτ belongs to 1Z ˆ Z1. Consider the Gibbs measure vν associated to vh on the subtree
shown in Fig. 4: clearly, all combinations of j, j 1 appear with positive vν-probability. Thus
1Zˆ Z1, and symmetrically Z1ˆ 1Z, must belong in the support of h¯, concluding our proof
that supph “ suppϕ2. 
Recall (8) and Defn. 3.2 that we have truncated the frozen model and the spaces ∆α, 2∆α
by restricting the density of f-variables, so in order to establish Φ and 2Φ have interior
global maximizers in ∆α and 2∆α respectively, we must verify in addition to Propn. 4.5 that
the maximizer does not occur near the boundary with density βmax of f-variables; this will
be done in §4.3.
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Figure 4. Any combination of j, j1 must appear in vertex-auxiliary model
4.3. Near-independence regime. In this subsection we complete our analysis of the near-
independence regime ‹2∆α to prove
Proposition 4.6. The unique global maximizer of the restriction of 2Φ to ‹2∆α is ‹2hα.
Recall that in the pair frozen model, Mpnα, nρq denotes the space of empirical measures
pi on P which contribute to ErZ2nαs and have pi11 “ ρ.
Lemma 4.7. For αlbd ď α ď αubd let y be defined by α ” yplog dq{d. If ε is any small
positive constant uniform in d, then the following hold for d ě d0pεq, n ě n0pdq:
(a) The maximizer of ErZα´β{2,βs over β ď βmax must satisfy dy´1β{α ď dε.
(b) For ρ ď d´1, the maximizer of Er2Zppiqs over pi PMpnα, nρq must satisfy
pi1f
pi0fpi10
,
pif1
pif0pi01
,
dpiff
pi0fpif0
,
pif!f
pi0fpif0
,
dy´1pi0f
pi10
ď dε.
Proof. Suppose the measure piω ” nω{nmaximizes Er2Zppiqs overMpnα, nρq. As in the proof
of Propn. 4.4, we shall estimate pi by comparing it with various nearby measures piω ” nω{n.
Note that if we fix any small positive constant ε which is uniform in d, then (51) continues
to hold if the sum is restricted to
1´ ε ď tK{K‹, F {F ‹u ď 1` ε. (55)
Let δ ” e´d2 mintnω : ω PPu; then Propn. 4.4 implies that δ must scale linearly with n.
1. Comparison of 1f to 0f.
Let pi “ pi ` pδ{nq p1t10, 0fu ´ 1t1f, 00uq. Let m (resp. m) be any matching of the f-
vertices for the pi-configuration (resp. pi-configuration). For ρ À d´1 and K,F satisfying
(55),
j1,K,F ppi,mq
j1,K,F ppi,mq “ e
Opδq pE0f ` δdqF1
pE0fqF1
pE10 ` δdqK
pE10qK
pE00 ´ δdqE1´2K´F‚
pE00qE1´2K´F‚ ě
eOpδq
dOpδεq
,
where we used that pA` cqb{pAqb “ exptpbc{Aqr1`Opxqsu for |b|, |c| ď xA. Thus
Er2Zppiqs
Er2Zppiqs ě
cppiq jfppiq
cppiq jfppiq
eOpδq
dOpδεq
ě
´ pi1f
pi10pi0f
eOp1q
dOpεq
¯δ
,
so if pi is the maximizer then it must satisfy pi1f ď dOpεq pi0fpi10.
2. Comparison of ff, f!f to 0f, f0.
Let pi “ pi ` pδ{nq p1t0f, f0u ´ 1t00, ffuq. By a similar calculation as above we find
Er2Zppiqs
Er2Zppiqs ě
cppiq jfppiq
cppiq jfppiq
eOpδq
dOpδεq
ě
´ dpiff
pi0fpif0
eOp1q
dOpεq
¯δ{2
,
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proving that the maximizer pi must satisfy dpiff ď dOpεq pi0fpif0. The calculation with f!f
in place of ff is similar and shows that the maximizer pi must satisfy pif!f ď dOpεq pi0fpif0.
3. Comparison of 0f to 01.
Let pi ” pi ` pδ{nq p1t00, 01u ´ 2 ¨ 1t0fuq. Then
j1,K,F ppi,mq
j1,K,F ppi,mq “
pE0f ´ 2δdqF1
pE0fqF1
pEZ1 ` δdqF2
pEZ1qF2
pE01 ` δdqK
pE01qK
pE00qδd eOpδq
pE00 ´E1qδd ě
dδyeOpδq
dOpδεq
.
From the preceding estimates, pi1f ` pif!f À pi0fplog dq{d, and so
Er2Zppiqs
Er2Zppiqs ě
cppiq jfppiq
cppiq jfppiq
dδyeOpδq
dOpδεq
ě
´ nn‚0f
n00 n01
n‚0f
n‚0f ` nf!f
dy eOp1q
d1`Opεq
¯δ ě ´pi0f
pi01
dyeOp1q
d1`Opεq
¯δ
,
implying that the maximizer pi must satisfy dy´1pi0f ď dOpεq pi01.
Adjusting ε as needed, this concludes the proof of (b). To prove (a), consider pi supported on
t00, 11, ffu with pi1 “ α “ yplog dq{d and pif “ β, and let pi “ pi`pδ{nq p1t00, 11u´2¨1tffuq.
Clearly we must always have K “ F1 “ F2 “ 0, and we estimate
Er2Zppiqs
Er2Zppiqs ě
cppiq jfppiq
cppiq jfppiqe
Opδqdδy ě
´pif
pi1
dy´1
eOp1q
¯δ
,
so that the maximizer must satisfy dy´1pif ď dOpεqpi1, implying the result. 
Corollary 4.8. Let ε0 ą 0 be a small constant uniform in d. For d ě d0pε0q, the following
hold for all αlbd ď α ď αubd:
(a) Any global maximizer of Φ on ∆α lies in the interior ∆α˝.
(b) Any global maximizer of 2Φ on ‹2∆α must be an interior stationary point.
Proof. Propn. 4.5a and Lem. 4.7a combine to give (a), while (b) follows by combining
Cor. 4.3, Propn. 4.5b, and Lem. 4.7b. 
Cor. 4.8 was required in the proof of Thm. 3.4; it also implies (with Lem. 3.3) that any
maximizer h on 2Φ on ‹2∆α corresponds to a solution h of the pair Bethe recursions for some
λ ” pλ1, λ2q ((38) and (34) with ϕλ2 ” ϕλ1 b ϕλ2 in place of ϕλ). It remains to identify this
Bethe solution with the one corresponding to ‹2hα “ ‹hα b ‹hα.
We first show an analogous result in the simpler pair frozen model recursions, as follows.
The unique fixed point q “ qλ of (28) defines a Gibbs measure ν on frozen model configura-
tions η on the infinite d-regular tree Tdptq. We shall define now a Gibbs measure 2ν on pair
frozen configurations pη1,η2q: the message-passing rule is given simply by applying 9md´1
separately in each coordinate. We weight according to λ1 raised to the number of upward
messages in Tdpt ´ 1q which are 1 in the first coordinate, times λ2 raised to the number of
upward messages which are 1 in the second coordinate. However, we will allow for more gen-
eral boundary laws in which the incoming messages are not necessarily independent across
the two copies: we will take the boundary messages τvÑw ” pσ1vÑw, σ2vÑwq to be distributed
according to a measure q on t0, 1, fu2 (still i.i.d. across the different boundary edges v Ñ w).
Recall Z ” t0, fu, e.g. qZZ ” qpt0, fu2q “ 1´ 2q1` q11, and q1Z “ q1´ q11 “ qZ1. The reader
can check that for q to define a consistent family p2νtqt of finite-dimensional distributions,
its marginals qη¨ ” řη1 qηη1 and q¨η ” řη1 qη1η must satisfy the single-copy recursions (28)
(with respect to λ1 and λ2 respectively), and further we must have
zq11 “ λ1λ2pqZZqd´1, zq1f “ λ1pd´ 1qqZ1pqZZqd´2, zqf1 “ λ2pd´ 1qq1ZpqZZqd´2
zqff “ pd´ 1qq11pqZZqd´2 ` pd´ 1qpd´ 2qq1ZqZ1pqZZqd´3, (56)
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with the rest being determined by margin constraints. Clearly qλ1 b qλ2 solves (56), and the
following lemma identifies a regime in which it is the unique solution:
Lemma 4.9. For d1{10 ď tλ1, λ2u ď d2, the recursions (56) have the unique solution
qλ1 b qλ2 in the regime q11 ď 9{10 ¨ plog dq{d.
Proof. Write iq for the solutions of (28) with respect to λi (i “ 1, 2). A measure q solving
(56) corresponds to a root q11 of the function
fpxq ” x r1` pλ1 ´ 1qp1´ 1q1qd´1 ` pλ2 ´ 1qp1´ 2q1qd´1s
´wpxqd´1 rλ1λ2 ´ xpλ1 ´ 1qpλ2 ´ 1qs
where wpxq ” 1´ 1q1 ´ 2q1 ` x, so that wpq11q “ qZZ. We calculate
f 1pxq ” 1` pλ1 ´ 1qp1´ 1q1qd´1 ` pλ2 ´ 1qp1´ 2q1qd´1
´wpxqd´2 rpd´ 1qpλ1λ2 ´ xpλ1 ´ 1qpλ2 ´ 1qq ´ wpxq pλ1 ´ 1qpλ2 ´ 1qs.
Recall (29) that λ is monotone in q1 ” qλ1 , so in the regime d1{10 ď λi ď d2 we must have
iq1 “ yiplog dq{d with 21{20 ď yi ď 3, and consequently
pλi ´ 1qp1´ iq1qd´1 “ iq1{p1´ iq1q ´ p1´ iq1qd´2 “ Opplog dq{dq for i “ 1, 2.
If x “ ρplog dq{d then wpxqd´2 — dρ´y1´y2 , so for ρ ď 9{10 we find f 1pxq “ 1 ´ Opd´1{20q,
which shows clearly that f has the unique root q11 “ p1q1qp2q1q in the stated regime. 
Proof of Propn. 4.6. As noted above, Cor. 4.8b implies that any maximizer h of 2Φ on ‹2∆α
corresponds to a solution h of the pair Bethe recursions (34) with respect to some ϕλ1 b ϕλ2 .
We now show that h must satisfy the Bethe symmetries hˆpioq “ hˆpi1oq, where i or i1
now indicates the incoming pair of variable-to-clause messages, and o the outgoing pair of
clause-to-variable messages.
We apply the same argument used to show the first-moment symmetries hˆη1η “ hˆη2η in the
proof of Thm. 3.4: that is, we shall argue that the effect of changing the (pair) message i
incoming to T´d,2 does not percolate down the tree. Again, if i and i1 differ only by changing 0
to f or vice versa in either coordinate, the effect does not propagate at all so we immediately
find hˆio “ hˆi1o. Further, whenever the outgoing message is 0 the value of hˆ does not depend
on the incoming message. Analogously to the equivalences (36), all remaining symmetries
will follow by showing hˆp σ11 q “ hˆp σf1 q for any σ: as in the proof of Thm. 3.4, this follows by
showing
d 9hp σf1 q ! 9hp σ01 q and d 9hp σff q ! 9hp σ0f q for all σ PM .
1. The estimates d 9hp σf1 q ! 9hp σ01 q are all proved in essentially the same manner which is
similar to the proof of 9hf1{ 9h01 ! d´1 (see (41)), so we sketch the case σ “ f0 (which is
slightly delicate) and leave the rest to the reader.
By (38) and the 0-f symmetry noted above, 9hp σf1 q{ 9hp σ01 q “ hˆp σ Rσf1 1f q{hˆp σ Rσ01 10 q, the ratio
between the number of f0s–01 edges to the number of f0r–01 edges. Let µ “ nf1{nf0
denote the proportion of f0-variables which are matched to f1-variables, and as before
let F2 denote the number of non-matching edges between V1¨ and Vf0. Again using the
0-f symmetry we calculate
F2{nf0 “ µErY |Y ě 1s ` p1´ µqErY |Y ě 2s,
Y „ Binpd´ 1, pq where p ” 9hp Zf10 q{ 9hp Zf¨0 q. (57)
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Recall (51) that F2{nf0 must be close to dpi01; a slight variation of the argument following
(39) then gives p « pi01. We therefore obtain the desired bound
9hp f0f1 q
9hp f001 q “
µErY 1tY “1u |Y ě 1s ` p1´ µqErY 1tY “2u |Y ě 2s
µErY 1tY ą1u |Y ě 1s ` p1´ µqErY 1tY ą2u |Y ě 2s ď d
´3{2.
2. The estimates d 9hp σff q ! 9hp σ0f q can be proved by estimating the ratios of edge densities
hˆp σ Rσff ff q{hˆp σ Rσ0f f0 q. These are relatively straightforward from the estimates of Lem. 4.7
and are left to the reader.
This proves the symmetries hˆpioq “ hˆpi1oq, so we conclude that h must in fact correspond to
a solution q of the pair frozen model recursions (56) via 9 hˆpioq “ qo (cf. (37)). It remains
to verify that q falls within the regime of Lem. 4.9. As before, let K denote the number of
01–10 edges: from (38) and the h-to-q correspondence,
K{n10 “
ř
jě2 j
`
d
j
˘pqZ1{qZZqjř
jě2
`
d
j
˘pqZ1{qZZqj , so (51) implies qZ1 « pi01qZZ and q1Z « pi10qZZ. (58)
The parameter p in (57) can be expressed as qZ1{qZ¨, so (58) implies p « pi10, therefore
PpY ě 2q — 1 for Y „ Binpd´ 1, pq. Another application of (38) gives
nf1
n‚f0
“ µ1´ µ “
q11 PpY ě 1q
q1Z PpY ě 2q —
q11
q1Z
,
so Lem. 4.7b implies (crudely) that q11{q1Z ď d´1{2. From these estimates we may apply
Lem. 4.9 to conclude that q “ qλ1 b qλ2 . By the one-to-one correspondence (Propn. 3.5)
between α and q in this regime we conclude h “ ‹hα as claimed. 
4.4. A priori rigidity estimate. In this section we analyze near-identical frozen model
configurations to prove
Proposition 4.10. The contribution to ErZ2nαs from configurations h P ¨2¨∆α is —d EZnα.
The proof of Propn. 4.10 is based on an a priori estimate showing that frozen model
configurations are sufficiently rigid that one typically does not find a large cluster of config-
urations near a given one. For application in our proof of the tightness of An we shall prove
this estimate for graphs drawn from the following slight generalization of the configuration
model which allows for some unmatched edges (Fig. 5). Let V be a set of n vertices, each
incident to d half-edges. Let Y‹ be a disjoint set of y Àd log n vertices, each incident to a
single half-edge. Finally let F be a set of pnd` yq{2 clauses, each incident to 2 half-edges.
Let GB be the graph formed by taking a random matching between the half-edges incident to
V B ” V YY‹ with the half-edges incident to F . We shall write F B ” BY‹ Ď F , Y ” V XBF B,
and R ” V zY .
Definition 4.11. An auxiliary model configuration on GB is a message configuration σB
on the edges of GB (including variable-to-clause messages from Y‹ to F B) such that the
configuration of messages incident to any variable or clause within GB is valid. A frozen
model configuration η on GB is a spin configuration η P t0, 1, fuV B together with a subset
m Ď F such that every v P V satisfies properties (i)-(iii) of Defn. 2.412, and further the
density of f-variables in each coordinate is ď βmax.
12The properties need not be satisfied by vertices on Y‹.
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Arguing as in Rmk. 3.1, there is a one-to-one correspondence between the frozen and
auxiliary models on GB. As in (46), we associate to a pair frozen configuration ηi ” pηi,miq
(i “ 1, 2) on GB a spin configuration ω ” ωpη1,η2q PPV B . As in (47), for ω P P and
S Ď V B we write Sω for the subset of vertices in S with spin ω; in particular, write S‰ for
the subset of vertices in S with spin in P‰ ”Pzt00, 11, ffu, and S“ ” SzS‰. Let
rω ” |Rω|, yω ” |Yω|, nω ” |Vω| “ rω ` yω,
ρ ” r‰, ε ” y‰, ∆ ” n‰ “ ρ` ε.
For S, S 1 Ď V B write F pS, S 1q for the set of clauses a P F joining a vertex in S to a vertex in
S 1; write F pSq ” F pS, Sq for the clauses internal to S.
|R| = n− y =∑ω rω |Y| = y =∑ω yω
Y? (degree 1)
V = R∪ Y = V= ∪ V6= (degree d)
|R 6=| = ρ |Y 6=| = 
|F (V 6=)| = γ/2|F (V=, V6=)| = R |F ∂ | = y
half-edges Y
Figure 5. Graph GB with dangling edges
Write Y for the half-edges joining Y to F B. In the following, we fix boundary conditions
given by a auxiliary pair configuration τY ” pσ1Y , σ2Y q on Y . Let 2ZBrpi|τY s denote the car-
dinality of the set 2OBrpi|τY s of pair frozen model configurations on GB which are consistent
with τY and have empirical measure piω “ rω{r when restricted to R. We decompose
2Z
Brpi|τY s “
ÿ
Aě0
2Z
B
Arpi|τY s “
ÿ
Aě0
|2OBArpi|τY s| (59)
where 2OBArpi|τY s Ď 2OBrpi|τY s denotes the subset of configurations which have γ{2 ”|F pV‰q| “ ρ`A internal edges among the unequal spins.13 We shall compare the expectation
of 2ZBArpi|τY s with that of ZBrpi1|σ1Y s — the number of frozen model configurations on GB
which are consistent with σ1Y and have empirical measure given by the projection pi1 of pi
onto the first coordinate:
|R|pi1η ” |R|piη¨ “ rη¨ ” rηη ` ρη pη P t0, 1, fuq. (60)
Note ZBrpi1|σ1Y s “ proj1p2OBrpi|τY sq where proj1 is the projection mapping pη1,η2q ÞÑ η1.
Proposition 4.12. There exists a small constant ε0 ą 0 (uniform in d ě d0) such that for
any empirical measure pi onP whose projections pi1, pi2 have intensities αlbd ď α1, α2 ď αubd,
Er2ZBrpi|τY ss ď ErZ
Brpi1|σ1Y ss ` ErZBrpi2|σ2Y ss
dpρ´εq{10
provided ∆ ” ρ` ε ď nε0plog dq{d.
13It is straightforward to see that A ě 0; we show a stronger inequality in Lem. 6.5.
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Proof. Fix ω PPV B which is consistent with τY and whose restriction to R has empirical
measure pi, and write η1 ” η1pωq P t0, 1, fuV B for its projection onto the first coordinate.
Write α1 ” pi1¨, β ” pif¨. Write Eω for the number of half-edges incident to Vω and not
matched to a half-edge from Y‹ (for example E‰ “ ρd` εpd´ 1q); the total number of such
half-edges is E ” řωEω “ nd´ y. Let R ” |F pV“, V‰q| “ E‰ ´ γ.
Assignment of half-edges from V‰.
We first estimate the probability of the event F pV‰, V11q “ ∅: to this end, define
DA,Bpωq ” t|F pV‰q| “ γ{2 ” ρ` A, |F pV‰, Vffq| “ B,F pV‰, V11q “ ∅u.
Then, writing bind,ppjq ”
`
d
j
˘
pjp1´ pqd´j and recalling the notation (5), we have
PrDA,Bpωqs ď pE‰qγ pγ ´ 1q!!
γ! rEsγ{2loooooooomoooooooon
ÀeOpγqp∆2d{pnγqqγ{2
ˆ pEff `E00qRrE ´ γsRlooooooomooooooon
ÀdOp∆ε0qe´E11R{E
ˆ
`
R
B
˘pEffqBpE00qR´B
pEff `E00qRlooooooooooomooooooooooon
ÀbinR,2βpBq
,
so altogether PrDA,Bpωqs À eOpAqdOp∆ε0qp∆2d{pnγqqγ{2e´E11R{EbinR,2βpBq.
Assignment of remaining half-edges.
Let R1 ” E‰`R “ 2E‰´γ ď 2∆d denote the number of half-edges which are either incident
to V‰ or matched with a half-edge from V‰. Let G“ denote the induced subgraph on V“,
and let J“pωq be the number of frozen model configurations on G“ which are consistent
with ω. Meanwhile let J pη1q be the number of frozen model configurations on GB which are
consistent with η1. We compare ErJ“pωq |DA,Bpωqs to ErJ pη1qs by modifying the proof of
Propn. 4.2: the boundary Y‹ causes some minor complication, but otherwise the calculation
is much simplified by the restriction to vertices of equal spin.
Let rVff denote the subset of vertices in Vff not matched to Y‹ under τY . Since there are
by definition no edges between R and Y‹, clearly rVff XR “ Rff, so we writerYff ” rVff X Y , ryff ” | rYff|, rnff ” |rVff| ” rff ` ryff.
Similarly, let rVf¨ denote the subset of vertices in Vf¨ not matched to Y‹ under σ1Y : thenrVf¨ XR “ Rf¨, rVf¨ XR“ “ Rff, and rVf¨ X Y“ “ rYff, so we writerYf¨ ” rVf¨ X Y , ryf¨ ” | rYf¨|, rnf¨ ” |rVf¨| ” rf¨ ` ryf¨,rεf¨ ” |rVf¨ X Y‰| “ ryf¨ ´ ryff, r∆f¨ ” |rVf¨ X V‰| “ ρf ` rεf¨ “ rnf¨ ´ rnff.
Consider the expected number of matchings on rVff conditioned on DA,Bpωq, divided by the
expected number of matchings on rVf¨: this ratio is given by
pśvPrVff |BvzpY‹ Y V‰q|q prnff ´ 1q!! { rE ´R1srnff{2
pśvPrVf¨ |BvzY‹|q prnf¨ ´ 1q!! { rEsrnf¨{2 ďJf ” gfprnff,E ´R
1q
gfprnf¨,Eq rd{pd´ 1qsrεf¨ ,
where gfpnf, Eq ” dnfpnf ´ 1q!!{rEsnf{2 (cf. (49)), and the factor rd{pd ´ 1qsrεf¨ accounts for
the vertices in v P rYf¨zrVff which contribute factors d´1 in the denominator on the left-hand
side. We estimate Jf ď eOp∆qpdβq´r∆f¨{2.
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Because of the restriction to V“, in the current setting the method of Propn. 4.2 reduces
to a first-moment calculation, yielding
ErJ“pωq |DA,Bpωqs
ErJ pη1qs ďJf ˆ
g1pE ´R1 ´ rnff,E11,Eff ´B ´ rnffq
g1pE ´ rnf¨,E1¨,Ef¨ ´ rnf¨qloooooooooooooooooooooooomoooooooooooooooooooooooon
J1pBq
ˆJ0
where J0 is the (conditional) probability of all vertices in V00 being forced, divided by the
(conditional) probability of all vertices in V0¨ being forced: explicitly, for v P V set `v “ 1
if v has a neighbor w P Y‹ with σ1w “ 1, otherwise set `v “ 0. Fix 0 ă ϑ ă 1 and define
independent random variables Xv „ Binp|BvzY‹|, ϑq, with joint law Pϑ: then
J0 ď
PϑpX i ` `i ě 2@i P V00zBV‰ | řiPV00zBV‰ X i “ E11q
PϑpX i ` `i ě 2@i P V0¨ | řiPV0¨ X i “ E1¨q ,
where we have ignored the forcing constraint on the vertices in V00 neighboring V‰. A trivial
variation on the proof of Propn. 2.9 gives J0 “ eOp∆q.
Recall R1 ” E‰ `R; there remain E00 ´R`B available half-edges from V00. Therefore
J1pBq “ pE00 ´R`BqE11 ˆ rE ´ rnf¨sE1¨rE“ ´R´ rnffsE11 ˆ pE0¨qE1¨ “ dOp∆ε0q exptE11pB `E‰q{EuexptE11pE0¨ ´E00q{Eu .
Writing ∆0 ” n0 ´ n00 and recalling E‰ ´R “ γ “ 2pρ` Aq then givesÿ
B
binR,2βpBqJ1pBq
exptE11R{Eu “ d
Op∆ε0qeOpAq
ÿ
B
binR,2βpBq exptE11B{Eu
exptE11pE0¨ ´E00q{Eu “
dOp∆ε0qeOpAq
exptα1d∆0u .
Combinatorial factors.
The preceding estimates were for a fixed configuration ω P PV B consistent with τY , pi.
Accounting for the permutations of ω and η1 gives (recalling r “ |R|)
R1Arpi|τY s ” Er2Z
B
Arpi|τY ss
ErZBrpi1|σ1Y ss ď e
Op∆`Aq
`
r
ρ,r00,r11,rff
˘`
r
r0¨,r1¨,rf¨
˘ řB ErJ“pωq;DA,Bpωqs
ErJ pη1qs .
The ratio of multinomial coefficients is À eOprqpn{ρqρpα1qρ1βρf . Combining with the preced-
ing estimates gives
R1Arpi|τY s ď dOp∆ε0qeOpAqpρ{γqρ
´∆2d
nγ
¯A dρpα1qρ1βρf
exptα1d∆0updβqr∆f¨{2 , (61)
where γ{2 “ ρ ` A and ∆ ď ρeε{ρ were used to bound p∆2{pργqqρ ď eOpρqpρ{γqρ. Using
α1 ě p3{2q plog dq{d and β ď βmax then gives
R1Arpi|τY s ď
dOp∆ε0qplog dqOp∆qpρ{γqρp∆2d
nγ
qA
exptr32∆0 ´ ρ0 ` 14pρf ´ rεf¨qs log du .
Recall r1f ď n0f and rf1 ď nf0; by symmetry we shall suppose n01 ` n0f ě n10 ` nf0. Then
3
2∆0 ´ ρ0 ě 12∆0 ě 14pn01 ` n0f ` n10 ` nf0q ě 18pρ´ rf!fq,
so combining with ρf ´ rεf¨ ě ρf ´ ε gives, for some constant C uniform in d,ÿ
Aě0
R1Arpi|τY s ď d
Op∆ε0qplog dqOp∆q
dpρ´εq{8
ÿ
Aě0
pρ{γqρ
´
C∆2d
nγ
¯A ď dOp∆ε0qplog dqOp∆q
dpρ´εq{8
.
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To see the last inequality, note the sum over A ě 0 is clearly À 1 if C∆2d ď 2nγ. If C∆2d ą
2nγ, then recalling ρ ď γ{2 and optimizing over γ gives pρ{γqρpC∆2d{pnγqqA ď dOp∆ε0q. It
follows that there exists a small constant ε0 (uniform in d) such thatÿ
Aě0
R1Arpi|τY s ď d´pρ´εq{10 for ∆ “ ρ` ε ď nε0plog dq{d,
implying the result. 
Proof of Propn. 4.10. Follows from Propn. 4.12 applied to our original random graph Gn,d
with no unmatched edges. 
Proof of Propn. 4.1. Follows by combining Propns. 4.6 and 4.10. 
5. Negative-definiteness of free energy Hessians
In this section we prove Thm. 2.5 as well as
Theorem 5.1. It holds uniformly over αlbd ď α ď αubd that ErZ2nαs Àd pEZnαq2 ` EZnα.
Proposition 5.2. For d ě d0, the Hessians HΦp‹hαq and Hp2Φqp‹2hαq as functions on ∆α
and 2∆α respectively are negative-definite.
The calculation of this section is similar to that of [15, §7]. Let h P ∆α˝ with 9h and hˆ
both symmetric, and let δ be any signed measure on suppϕ (not necessarily symmetric)
with h` sδ P ∆α˝ for sufficiently small |s|. Then
B2sΦph` sδq|s“0 “ ´xp 9δ{ 9hq2y 9h ´ pd{2q xpδˆ{hˆq2yhˆ ` d xpδ¯{h¯q2yh¯, (62)
where a{b denotes the vector given by coordinate-wise division of a by b, and x¨yh denotes
integration with respect to measure h, e.g. xpδ¯{h¯q2yh¯ “
ř
σ δ¯pσq2{h¯pσq. Consider maximizing
(62) over δ subject to fixed marginals δ¯: we find that the optimal δˆ will be symmetric, with
δˆpσ,Rσq “ δ¯pσq “ δ¯pRσq. The optimal 9δ will be of form d 9δp 9σq “ 9hp 9σqřdi“1 9χσi with 9χ
chosen to satisfy the margin constraint — which, after a little algebra, becomes the system
of equations
H¯´1δ¯ “ d´1 rI ` pd´ 1q 9M s 9χ (63)
where H¯ ” diagph¯q and 9M denotes the stochastic matrix with entries
9Mσ,σ1 ” 1
h¯pσq
ÿ
9σ
9hp 9σq1tpσ1, σ2q “ pσ, σ1qu. (64)
If such 9χ exists, then the minimal value of xp 9δ{ 9hq2y 9h subject to marginals δ¯ is xδ¯, 9χy (which
clearly remains invariant under translations of 9χ by vectors in the kernel of I ` pd´ 1q 9M).
Throughout the following we take h to be ‹hα (first moment) or ‹2hα (second moment).
Lemma 5.3. The eigenvalues of 9M counted with geometric multiplicity are
eigenp 9Mq “ p1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 0,´pd´ 1q´1, λ1, λ2q
where |λ1| ď d´1.9 and 0 ă |λ2 ´ pd ´ 1q´1| ď d´1.2. The right eigenvector x¯ corresponding
to eigenvalue ´pd´ 1q´1 is given by x¯σ “ pd´ 1q1tσ “ 11u ´ 1tσ “ f0 or ffu.
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Proof. The matrix 9M is h¯-reversible and block diagonal with blocks 9M1 acting on t10, 1fu,
9Mf acting on t11, f0, ffu, and 9M0 acting on tf1, 01, 00, 0fu. We compute
9M1 “
ˆ 10 1f
10 q01´q1
qf
1´q1
1f q01´q1
qf
1´q1
˙
, 9Mf “
¨˚
˝
11 f0 ff
11 0 q01´q1
qf
1´q1
f0 1d´1
d´2
d´1
q0
1´q1
d´2
d´1
qf
1´q1
ff 1d´1
d´2
d´1
q0
1´q1
d´2
d´1
qf
1´q1
‹˛‚
so eigenp 9M1q “ t1, 0u and eigenp 9Mfq “ t1, 0,´pd ´ 1q´1u; the right eigenvector of 9Mf
corresponding to eigenvalue ´pd´ 1q´1 is pd´ 1,´1,´1q. We also compute
9M0 “
¨˚
˚˝
f1 01 00 0f
f1 1d´1 0
d´2
d´1
q0
1´q1
d´2
d´1
qf
1´q1
01 0 ε` q1p1´ εq q0p1´ εq qfp1´ εq
00 ε q1p1´ εq q0p1´ εq qfp1´ εq
0f ε q1p1´ εq q0p1´ εq qfp1´ εq
‹˛‹‚
where (using h¯-reversibility of 9M , or alternatively the frozen model recursion)
ε “ pd´ 2qq21p1´ q1qd´31´ r1` pd´ 2qq1sp1´ q1qd´2 “
d´ 2
d´ 1
q1qf
p1´ q1qq0 — q1qf.
Write H¯0 for the restriction of H¯ to tf1, 01, 00, 0fu; then the symmetric matrix H¯1{20 9M0H¯´1{20
has spectral decomposition
ř4
i“1 λieie
t
i with tλiu “ eigenp 9M0q. We can take
λ3 “ 1, e3 “ h¯1{2 and λ4 “ 0, e4 “ p0, 0, qfp1´ q1q´1,´q0p1´ q1q´1q1{2.
For the other two eigenvalues, consider the following “almost” eigenvalue equations:
v1 “ ppd´ 2qq1, 1´ q1,´q1,´q1q, 9M0v1 “ εp0, 1´ q1, pd´ 2qq1, pd´ 2qq1q,
so v1 is almost in the kernel of 9M0; and
v2 “ p1, 0, 0, 0q, p 9M0 ´ pd´ 1q´1Iqv2 “ εp0, 0, 1, 1q,
so v2 is almost an eigenvector of 9M0 with eigenvalue pd´ 1q´1. We have xH¯1{20 v1, e4y “ 0 so
H¯
1{2
0 v1 “ ři aiei with a4 “ 0. We then calculateř
i λ
2
i a
2
iř
i a
2
i
“ }H¯
1{2
0 9M0v1}2
}H¯1{20 v1}2
“ ε
2q0q1p1´ q1qrq1 ` 1´q1pd´2q2 s
q1rqfq21 ` q0p1´q1qpd´2q2 s
— q1pdεq2 — q1pqf log dq2.
From Propn. 3.5 we have λ ě d0.59, and substituting into (28) gives qf — dq21{λ ď d´1.58. It
then follows from the above that at least one of the other two eigenvalues, say λ1, must have
absolute value ď d´2. Similarly, representing H¯1{20 v2 “ ři biei givesř
ipλi ´ pd´ 1q´1q2b2iř
i b
2
i
“ }H¯
1{2
0 p 9M0 ´ pd´ 1q´1 ¨ Iqv2}2
}H¯1{20 v2}2
“ ε
2q0p1´ q1q
q1qf
— q1qf ď d´2.5,
so the last eigenvalue λ2 must satisfy |λ2 ´ pd´ 1q´1| ď d´1.2. Note however that
detr 9M0 ´ pd´ 1q´1 ¨ Is “ pd´ 2qεpd´ 1q3 rdpq1 ` ε´ q1εq ´ p1` q1 ` ε´ q1εqs — εdq1
so λ2 does not exactly equal pd´ 1q´1. 
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Proof of Propn. 5.2. Consider the first moment Hessian HΦp‹hαq on ∆α. For convenience,
rewrite (63) as H¯´1{2δ¯ “ 9SH¯1{2 9χ with 9S the symmetric matrix 9S ” d´1H¯1{2rI ` pd ´
1q 9M sH¯´1{2. By the requirement that h,h` ηδ both lie in ∆α˝ for |η| small, the permissible
vectors δ¯ span a linear subspace W . In particular, necessarily xδ¯, x¯y “ 0 for the vector x¯
which was determined in Lem. 5.3 to span the kernel of 9L ” d´1rI ` pd ´ 1q 9M s. For such
δ¯, (63) is easily solved by considering the invariant action of 9S on the subspace pH¯1{2x¯qK:
if U P R9ˆ8 with columns giving an orthonormal basis for this subspace, then for all δ¯
orthogonal to x¯ (in particular, for all δ¯ P W ) we may define H¯1{2 9χ “ UpU t 9SUq´1U tH¯´1{2δ¯,
consequently the maximal value of B2ηΦph` ηδq|η“0 subject to marginals δ¯ is
´xδ¯, 9χy ` pd{2q xpδ¯{h¯q2yh¯ “ ´pU tH¯´1{2δ¯qt 9QpU tH¯´1{2δ¯q, 9Q ” pU t 9SUq´1 ´ pd{2q I
The eigenvalues of 9Q are given by
d
1` pd´ 1qλ ´
d
2 for λ P eigenp 9Mqzt´pd´ 1q
´1u,
so 9Q is non-singular since we saw in Lem. 5.3 that pd ´ 1q´1 R eigenp 9Mq. Since we proved
in Thm. 3.4 that ‹hα P ∆α˝ is the global maximizer of Φ on ∆α, the restriction of the above
quadratic form to the space of permissible δ¯ (formally, to U tH¯´1{2W ) must be negative
semi-definite, so by non-singularity we see that it is in fact negative-definite.
The proof for the second moment Hessian Hp2Φqp‹2hαq on 2∆α is similar; note ‹2hα “‹hα b ‹hα implies 9M2 “ 9M b 9M , with eigenvalues tλλ1 : λ, λ1 P eigenp 9Mqu. The kernel
of d´1rI ` pd ´ 1q 9M2s is spanned by vectors x¯ b y¯ or y¯ b x¯ with x¯ as before and y¯ any
right eigenvector of 9M2 with eigenvalue 1, and again the permissible measures δ¯ must be
orthogonal to the kernel. Negative-definiteness then follows as above from the observation
that pd´ 1q´1 R eigenp 9M2q. 
Lemma 5.4. For any σ, σ1 P M there exists a signed integer measure δ ” δσ´σ1 “ p 9δ, δˆq
with supp δ Ď suppϕ such that
0 “ x 9δ, 1y “ xδˆ, 1y “ ipδq and 9H 9δ ´ Hˆδˆ “ 1σ ´ 1σ1 .
The analogous condition holds for the support of the second-moment factors ϕ2.
Proof. Define a graph onM 2 by placing an edge between τ and τ 1 if and only if there exists
δτ´τ 1 satisfying the requirements in the statement of the lemma. We shall show this graph
is connected (hence complete). By considering supp 9ϕ2 “ psupp 9ϕq2 (see (30)) it is clear
that t 10σ , 1fσ u, t f0σ , ffσ u, and t 00σ , 01σ , 0fσ u are connected subsets of M 2 for any σ PM — for
example, 10σ and 1fσ can be connected via
δ 10
σ ´ 1fσ “ p 9δ, δˆq “
´
1tp 10 10d´1σ σ qu ´ 1tp 1f 10d´1σ σ qu, 0
¯
for any choice of σ PM d´1 with pσ, σq P supp 9ϕ. Then 00σ and 10σ can be connected via
δ 00
σ ´ 10σ “ δ 01Rσ´ 00Rσ `
´
0,1tp 10 01σ Rσ qu ´ 1tp 00 00σ Rσ qu
¯
;
the spins 00σ and f0σ can be similarly connected. We can then connect f1σ and f0σ via
δ f1
σ ´ 01σ “
´
1tp f1 f1 00 00d´3σ σ2 σ3 σ qu ´ 1tp 01 01 01 00d´3σ σ2 σ3 σ qu,1tp f1 1fσ2 Rσ2 qu ´ 1tp 01 10σ2 Rσ2 qu
¯
` δ 1fRσ2 ´ 10Rσ2 ` δ 01σ3 ´ 00σ3
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for any choice of σ2, σ3, and σ such that pσ, σ2, σ3, σq P supp 9ϕ. Lastly, to connect 11σ and
f1
σ , find σ2 and σ ” pσ3, . . . , σdq with pσ, σ2, σq P supp 9ϕ, and take
δ 11
σ ´ f1σ “
´
1tp 11 f0 f0d´2σ σ2 σ qu ´ 1tp f1 f1 00d´2σ σ2 σ qu, 0
¯
` δ f1
σ2
´ f0σ2 `
řd
j“3 δ 00σj ´
f0
σj
This shows that for any s, σ P M , sσ is connected to 00σ , which in turn by symmetry is
connected to 0000 . This proves connectivity of M 2; connectivity of M trivially follows. 
Proof of Thms. 2.5 and 5.1. Recall (Defn. 3.2) that EZnα is the sum of EZphq over prob-
ability measures h ” p 9h, hˆq on suppψ such that g ” p 9g, gˆq ” pn 9h, nd2 hˆq is integer-valued,
and lies in the kernel of H∆ ”
` 9H ´Hˆ˘ with intensity ipgq “ nα. Let Er‹Znαs denote the
restriction of this sum to measures g within a euclidean ball of radius n1{2 log n centered at
‹gα; then Propn. 5.2 implies EZnα “ eop1q Er‹Znαs.
Lem. 5.4 shows that the integer matrix H∆ defines a surjection from L1 ” tδ P Rsuppψ :
x 9δ, 1y “ xδˆ, 1y “ ipδq “ 0u to tδ¯ P RM : xδ¯, 1y “ 0u, so we see that L ” L1XpkerH∆qXZsuppψ
is an p 9s´2q-dimensional lattice with spacings —d 1. The measures g contributing to Er‹Znαs
are given by the intersection of the euclidean ball t}g ´ ‹gα} ď n1{2 log nu with an affine
translation of L. The expansion (32) then shows that n1{2Er‹Znαs defines a convergent
Riemann sum, implying Thm. 2.5.
The same argument implies that the contribution Er‹2Znαs to the second moment from
measures in ‹2∆α is —d n´1 exptn r2Φp‹2hαqsu —d pEZnαq2, so combining with Thm. 4.1 and
Propn. 4.10 gives ErZ2nαs —d pEZnαq2 ` EZnα. 
6. Constant fluctuations
In this section we prove Thm. 2 by a variance decomposition of Znα. An application of
our method in a simpler setting appears in [15, §8], where the decomposition is introduced
in greater detail. In what follows we write Znα for the partition function of auxiliary model
configurations σ with intensity ipσq “ nα and empirical measure h within distance n´1{2 log n
of the first moment maximizer ‹hα. In this section we restrict attention to the frozen model
at intensities nαlbd ď nα ď A¯n, and we write f “ Odpgq or f Àd g to indicate f ď Cpdq g
where Cpdq can be chosen uniformly over α in this regime.
Proposition 6.1. It holds uniformly over αlbd ď α ď A¯n{n that
Var logpZnα ` εEZnαq Àd 1` cd,εpEZnαq´1
Proof of Thm. 2. Write Lεnα ” logpZnα ` εEZnαq. Since Thm. 2.5 and Thm. 5.1 together
imply ErpZnαq2s —d pEZnαq2 uniformly over αlbd ď α ď A¯n{n, there must exist a constant
δ ” δpdq ą 0 for which PpZnα ě δ EZnαq ě δ, hence ELεnα ě δ log δ`p1´δq log ε` logEZnα.
On the other hand, Znα ď εEZnα if and only if Lεnα ď logp2εEZnαq, which for small ε ą 0 is
much less than the lower bound on ELεnα. Applying Chebychev’s inequality and Propn. 6.1
therefore gives
PpZnα ď εEZnαq ď Var L
ε
nα
pELεnα ´ logp2εEZnαqq2 Àd
1` cd,εpEZnαq´1
pδ logpδ{εq ´ log 2q2 .
With c‹ as above (see Cor. 2.6), define Cd,ε ” 4c‹rplog cd,εq_0s: it then follows from Thm. 2.5
that for all αlbd ď α ď A¯n ´ Cd,ε that
cd,εpEZnαq´1 Àd 1, therefore PpZnα “ 0q À pδ logpδ{εq ´ log 2q´2.
The right-hand side tends to zero as ε decreases to zero, proving the theorem. 
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We prove Propn. 6.1 by controlling the increments of the Doob martingale of the random
variable Lεnα ” logpZnα ` εEZnαq with respect to the edge-revealing filtration pFiq1ďiďm,
m ” pnd{2q, for the graph Gn „ Gn,d. For i ď m ´ 2 let G˝ denote the graph with edges
a1, . . . , ai´1. Randomly partition the remaining unmatched half-edges into disjoint sets K
and W with |K | “ 4. We showed in [15, §8] by a coupling argument that for anym1 ď m´2,
Var Lεnα ď m1 maxA,A´ Er|V εnα,m1|2s `
řm´1
i“m1`1 maxA,A´ Er|V εnα,i|2s
for V εnα,i ” Ei´1rlogpZnα ` εEZnαq ´ logpZ´nα ` εEZnαqs
(65)
where Ei´1 is expectation conditioned on the graph G˝; and Znα ” ZnαpAq, Z´nα ” ZnαpA´q
are the partition functions for coupled completions G, G´ of G˝ to d-regular graphs: G is
formed by placing random edges AW on W and the given edges A on K , while G´ is formed
by placing the same edges AW on W and the given edges A´ on K . (Note that V εnα,i depends
on A, A´ though we suppress this from the notation.)
Assume throughout that m1 ď m ´ 2 with m ´ m1 Àd log n. For such m1, we showed
in [15, §8] that the sum appearing in (65) has two dominant components: the first is an
“independent-copies contribution” coming from pair configurations with empirical measure
near ‹2hα ” ‹hα b ‹hα; we showed that this contribution can be controlled under some
abstract conditions (Lem. 6.2 and Cor. 6.3 below). The other component is an “identical-
copies contribution” coming from closely correlated pair configurations: this was controlled
in [15, §8] under the assumption that the first moment is exponentially large, and the main
work of this section is to control the identical-copies contribution assuming only that the
first moment is bounded below by a large constant. Before turning to this we first show in
§6.1 that the independent-copies contribution is controlled by a straightforward application
of the method of [15, §8].
6.1. Independent-copies contribution. Let B ˝`pK q denote the ball of graph distance `
about K in the graph G˝; the leaves of B ˝`pK q are half-edges incident to variables (` odd)
or clauses (` even). Set
T “ B˝2t1pK q, t1 “ t^mint` : B˝2` has fewer than |K | connected componentsu. (66)
W can only intersect T in its leaves; and we shall let U denote the leaves of T without W .
Regarding G as a pd, 2q-regular graph of variables V (degree d) and clauses F (degree 2),
for S Ď V Y F and any configuration σS on the edges incident to the vertices s P S, let
ΨλS,lpσSq ” 1tipσSq “ lu
ź
vPSXV
9ϕλp 9σvq
ź
aPSXF
ϕˆλpσˆaq P t0, λlu;
we write ΨS,l for the unweighted version given by taking λ “ 1. Then, with Y ” U YW ,
Znα “
ÿ
r,j
ÿ
σY
ΨAW ,jpσW qκr´jpσU qZBnα´rrσY s “ λ´nα
ÿ
r,j
ÿ
σU
ΨλAW ,jpσW qκλr´jpσU qZB,λnα´rrσY s
where κl (resp. κ´l) is the number of configurations on T Y A (resp. T Y A´) with intensity
l, with λ-weighted versions denoted by κλl , κ´λl . Though we suppress it from the notation,
let us emphasize that κl depends on T and also on σW , since T may intersect W . Writing
σT „ σY to indicate that σT and σY agree on the leaves of T ,
κlpσU q ” κT,lpσU |σW q ”
ÿ
σT„σY
ΨTYA,lpσT q.
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Let ZB,λnα denote the sum of ZB,λnα rσY s over all σY , and ZB,λnα r¨, σW s the sum over the U -
coordinates only. Write ET for expectation over the law of the graph GB conditioned on T .
As shown in [15, §8], Lem. 5.4 can be used to prove
ET rZB,λnα´rrσU , σW ss „ pλpσU qET rZB,λnα´rr¨, σW ss „ pλpσY qET rZB,λnα´rs (67)
where pλ indicates the product measure with marginals 9hλ coming from the Bethe solution
corresponding to ‹hλ “ ‹hα. We then decompose Znα according to a Fourier basis for
L2pMU ,pλq: take pbλ1 , . . . , bλ|M |q to be an orthonormal basis for L2pM , 9hλq with bλ1 ” 1.
Then the functions bλs pσU q ”
ś
uPU b
λ
spuqpσuq (s P r|M |sU ) form an orthonormal basis for
L2pMU ,pλq. By Plancherel’s identity
Znα “ λ´nα
ÿ
j,l
ÿ
σW
ΨλAW ,jpσW q
ÿ
s
pκλl q^s pFλnα´j´lq^s (68)
where ^ indicates the Fourier transform with respect to the basis bλ, and
Fλnα´rpσU q ” Fλnα´rpσU |σW q ” Z
B,λ
nα´rrσU , σW s
pλpσU q .
By the method of [15, §8] applied to the decomposition (68), the independent-copies contri-
bution to Var Lεnα is controlled subject to a few conditions which are proved in the following
lemma. For s P r|M |sU write |s| ” |tu P U : su ‰ 1u|, and write ∅ for the identically-1
vector in r|M |sU .
Lemma 6.2. The auxiliary model satisfies the following:
(a) (Symmetries) On the event T that T consists of 4 disjoint tree components with TXW “
∅, we have pκλl qs^ “ pκ´λl qs^ for all |s| ď 1; and the zeroth order Fourier coefficient
pκλl q∅^ “
ř
σU
κλl pσU qpλpσU q restricted to the event T takes a constant value pκλl q∅^ which
does not depend on the edges A. On the event C˝ that T either contains a single cycle
or has a single intersection with W (but not both), we have pκλl q∅^ “ pκ´λl q∅^.
(b) (Correlation decay) For α ě αlbd, the Gibbs measure ν corresponding to ‹hα on the
infinite d-regular tree has correlation decay at rate faster than square root of the branching
rate: if edges e, e1 are separated by t intermediate vertices then |Covνpfpσeq, gpσe1qq| Àd
}fg}8d´p3{2qt ! }fg}8pd´ 1q´t{2.
Proof. (a) Follows by the argument of [15, §8] (simpler in the current setting since random
literals are not involved).
(b) Let N denote the event that for some intermediate vertex v along the path γ joining e, e1
in the tree, there exist at least two vertices w P Bvzγ with σwÑv “ 1. The spins σe, σe1 are
exactly independent on the event N , which has probability νpNq ě 1´ d´p3{2qt. 
As shown in [15, §8], the conditions of Lems. 5.4 and 6.2 taken together give control over
the independent-copies component of Var Lεnα. Explicitly, letrκl ” κl ` κ´l ` pκl ` κ´lq^∅ “ κl ` κ´l ` λ´lpκλl ` κ´λl q^∅,
and let ψjpσW q denote the expectation of ΨAW ,jpσW q over the random edges AW . Then
define
vTnα,i ”
ÿ
r1,r2
ÿ
j1,j2
ÿ
τY
ψj1pσ1W qψj2pσ2W qrκr1´j1pσ1U qrκr2´j2pσ2U q¨¨2ZBnα´pr1,r2qrτY s (69)
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where ¨2¨ZBnα´pr1,r2q refers to the contribution to the pair partition function on GB ” G˝zT
from empirical measures within distance n´1{5 of ¨2¨hα, with intensity nα ´ ri in the i-th
coordinate for i “ 1, 2. Then [15, §8] together with Lems. 5.4 and 6.2 implies the following
Corollary 6.3. For αlbd ď α ď A¯n{n and T as in (66) with t ” tpd, εq “ 4 logdp1{εq,
Var Lεnα Àd 1` oεp1q `
m1EvTnα,m1 `
řm´2
i“m1`1 EvTnα,i
pεEZnαq2looooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooon
identical-copies component
for any m1 with m´m1 Àd log n.
The remainder of this section is devoted to the handling of the identical-copies component.
Let us first note that Lem. 5.4 can also be used to see how (67) varies with nα ´ r: it is
clear from the lemma that we can find signed integer measures δv, δc, δi, all on the support
suppϕ of the first-moment auxiliary model factors (30), such that
x 9δv, 1y “ 1, xδˆv, 1y “ 0, ipδˆvq “ 0, 9H 9δv ´ Hˆδˆv “ d100
x 9δc, 1y “ 0, x 9δc, 1y “ 1, ipδˆcq “ 0, 9H 9δc ´ Hˆδˆc “ 2 100
x 9δi, 1y “ 0, xδˆi, 1y “ 0, ipδˆiq “ 1, 9H 9δc ´ Hˆδˆi “ 0.
(70)
For example, taking δ01´10 as given by Lem. 5.4, we can take δi to be
δi “ p1tp10dqu ´ 1tp01dqu, 0q ` d δ01´10.
If GB has nB variables and mB clauses, then set
δσYr “ pn´ nBqδv ` pm´mBqδc `
ÿ
yPY
δσy´00 ` rδi.
Away from the simplex boundary, empirical measures contributing to ZBnα´rrσY s can be
parametrized as g ´ δσYr where g runs over empirical measures contributing to Znα. Write
σY ” po, iq where o P t0, 1, fuY are the outgoing messages of σiY , and i P t0, 1, fuY the
incoming. Then
EZBnα´rrσY s
λrEZnα
“ EZ
B,λ
nα´rrσY s
EZλnα
„ c´1 pλpσY q “ c
´1 qpoqλ´|ty:σy“11u|
r3´ p1´ λ´1qq1s|Y | . (71)
for c a proportionality constant depending only on n ´ nB and m ´mB, and q the product
measure with marginals q ” pq0, q1, qfq.
6.2. Refined rigidity estimate. In this subsection we prove a refined version of Propn. 4.12
for small ∆.
Definition 6.4. Given a pair frozen configuration pη1,η2q on GB, let T1f denote the collec-
tion of tree components of V B‰ which intersect Y in a single 1f-vertex with matched partner
in Y‹, and consist entirely of 1f-0f matched pairs. Let T0f denote the collection of tree com-
ponents of V B‰ which intersect Y in a single 0f-vertex with matched partner in R, and consist
entirely of 1f-0f matched pairs except for one additional vertex in Y‹. Define symmetrically
Tf1 and Tf0, and let T ” Tpη1,η2q denote the union of T1f, T0f, Tf1, Tf0.
Lemma 6.5. Let pη1,η2q be a frozen model pair configuration on GB.
(a) Any tree component T of V B‰ with |T X Y‹| ď 1 must be in T.
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(b) With |F pV‰q| “ γ{2 ” ρ` A as before, we have
A2 ” A´ 12 |Y‰zT| ě 0. (72)
Further, let n‚0f denote the cardinality of the set V ‚0f of vertices in V0f whose matched
partner does not have spin 1f; symmetrically define n‚f0 “ |V ‚f0|.Then
2A2 ě r|F pV01 Y V10q| ´ 2r01 ´ y01s ` r|F pV01 Y V10q| ´ 2r10 ´ y10s ` n‚0f ` n‚f0 (73)
with both |F pV01 Y V10q| ´ 2r01 ´ y01 and |F pV01 Y V10q| ´ 2r10 ´ y10 non-negative.
Proof. Recall Defn. 4.11 that η ” pm, ηq is a frozen model configuration on GB if and only if
every vertex in V “ V BzY‹ satisfies properties (i)-(iii) of Defn. 2.4; the properties need not
be satisfied on Y‹.
(a) Let C be a component of V B‰ , and write χ ” χC ” |F pCq| ´ |C|. Assume CzY‹ ‰ ∅ since
the result is otherwise trivial. Since V B‰ can have no neighbors in V B11, every v P CX V must
satisfy properties (i)-(iii) within C alone (in both coordinates), i.e. in the absence of the rest
of the graph. Write dvpCq ” |F pv,Cq|, and note that if v0 is a leaf vertex of C (meaning
dvpCq “ 1) then v0 P V1f Y Vf1 Y Y‹.
Suppose then that v0 P V1f is a leaf vertex of C; it must be paired under m2 to a partner
v1 P C with spin 0f. If v1 R Y‹, then (by property (ii)) it must have at least one other
neighbor v2 P C with spin 1f or 10. Since v0 is a leaf and v1 is a 0f-vertex matched to v0,
the presence of these two vertices in C is not needed to ensure that the other vertices satisfy
the properties (i)-(iii). Therefore, in the case that v1 has exactly two neighbors in C with
each joined to v1 by a single edge, we may choose to remove both v0, v1 from C causing no
change in χ. We iterate this procedure on leaf vertices in V1f or Vf1 to produce a reduced
graph R ” RpCq Ď C which is one of the following:
a. R “ tv0, v1u where v0 P Y has spin 1f or f1, and v1 P Y‹ is its matched partner.
b. R “ tv0u where v0 P Y‹ has spin 10, 1f, 01, or f1.
c. RzY‹ ‰ ∅; and any v P V which is a leaf vertex of R is either a 1f-vertex matched to a
0f-vertex u with dupRq ě 3, or symmetrically an f1-vertex matched to an f0-vertex w
with dwpRq ě 3.
In cases a and b, χC “ χR “ ´1 so C is a tree consisting entirely of 1f-0f and f1-f0 matched
pairs except in case b for the vertex on Y‹. We claim further that all the matched pairs
must be of the same type: indeed, since the only edges between V B1fYV B0f and V Bf1YV Bf0 must
occur between V B0f and V Bf0, every v P CzVf¨ satisfies properties (i)-(iii) in the absence of Vf¨.
Therefore apply the leaf-removal procedure separately to each component c of CzVf¨ or of
CzV¨f: if Rpcq ‰ ∅ then it contains some v P Y‹ which must also appear in R “ RpCq. All
the c are disjoint, and |R X Y‹| “ 1 by assumption, so only a single component c can be
non-empty. This proves the claim, and we conclude C P T1f Y Tf1 in case a, C P T0f Y Tf0
in case b (since we assumed CzY‹ ‰ ∅).
In case c, write mv ” 2´ 1tv P Y‹u, and considerÿ
vPR
pdvpRq ´mvq “ 2χC ` |RX Y‹| (74)
Any v P R with dvpRq´mv ă 0 must be in V1fY Vf1, and is compensated in the above sum
by a matched partner u P R with dupRq ě 3. Therefore the sum restricted only to vertices
belonging in f1-f0 or 1f-0f matched pairs inside R is non-negative. Any other vertex gives a
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non-negative contribution to the sum. Thus χC ě ´12 |RXY‹| ě ´12 |CXY‹|, so in particular
if |CX Y‹| “ 1 then (recalling we have assumed CzY‹ ‰ ∅) C cannot be a tree.
(b) Let R denote the union of the RpCq over the components C of V B‰zT with CzY‹ ‰ ∅: it
follows from the proof of (a) that
0 ď
ÿ
vPR
pdvpRq ´mvq “ 2χRzY‹ ` |R X Y‹| ď 2A´ |Y‰zT| “ 2A2 ď 2A.
We furthermore decompose
2A2 ě
ÿ
vPV01
pdvpV10q ´mvqloooooooooomoooooooooon
“F pV01,V10q´2r01´y01ě0
`
ÿ
vPV10
pdvpV01q ´mvqloooooooooomoooooooooon
“F pV01,V10q´2r10´y10ě0
`
ÿ
vPV ‚0f
pdvpRq ´mvqloooooooooomoooooooooon
ě|V ‚0f|“n‚0f
`
ÿ
vPV ‚f0
pdvpRq ´mvqloooooooooomoooooooooon
ě|V ‚f0|“n‚f0
,
concluding the proof. 
Suppose pη1,η2q is a pair frozen model configuration on GB which is consistent with
auxiliary configuration τY ” pσ1Y , σ2Y q on the half-edges Y joining Y to the clauses F B “
F pY ,Y‹q. Write τY ” po, iq ” poi, iiq2i“1 where oi P t0, 1, fuY are the outgoing messages of
σiY , and ii P t0, 1, fuY the incoming. If y P Y is at the root of a tree T P T then oy ” o1yo2y
is either 11 (T P T1f Y Tf1) or ff (T P T0f Y Tf0). Further, v P Y is incident to y P Y with
outgoing messages o1y ‰ o2y only if either v P Y‰zT, or v P Y00 but is neighboring to R‰.
Thus the Hamming distance dpoq between o1 and o2 satisfies
dpoq ď |Y‰zT| ` k1 where k1 ” |tv P Y00 : F pV‰, vq ‰ ∅u|. (75)
Lemma 6.6. Suppose pη1,η2q is a pair frozen model configuration on GB contributing to
¨
2¨Z
B
nα´pr1,r2qrτY s. For i “ 1, 2 let 2ji ” |tw P W : σiw “ 11u|, li ” |tu P U : σiu “ 11u|, and
si ” ri ´ ji. Then
|J ´ I| ď dpoq ` 2A. for J ” j1 ´ j2, I ” s1 ´ l1 ´ ps2 ´ l2q.
Proof. For ω P tf1, f0, 1f, 0f, ffu let eω count the number of vertices in Y with spin ω and
matched partner in Y‹. For i “ 1, 2 let ei‰ count the number of f!f-vertices in Y whose
matched partner in the i-th coordinate is in Y‹. Note ef1 also counts the set of y P Y with
o1y “ 1 “ o2y but i1y “ 1 ‰ i2y, so
|p2j1 ` l1q ´ p2j2 ` l2q ´ pef1 ´ e1fq| ď dpoq. (76)
Meanwhile nα´ r1 “ n1¨` 12pnf¨´ef0´ef1´eff´e1‰q and similarly for nα´ r2. Recall n‚0f
denotes the number of vertices in V0f with matched partner in VZf Y Y‹Zf, and let n0˝f ď n‚0f
denote the number of vertices in V0f with matched partner in VZf: then n0f ´ n1f “ e0f ´
e1f ` n0˝f, so taking the difference between the nα´ ri gives
r1 ´ r2 “ n01 ´ n10 ` 12pe1‰ ´ e2‰ ` n0˝f ´ nf˝0q ` ef1 ´ e1f.
Applying (73) together with the trivial fact that a_ b ě |a´ b| for a, b ě 0 gives
|n10 ´ n01| ď |r10 ` 12y10 ´ r01 ´ 12y01| ` 12 |y10 ´ y01| ď A2 ` 12 |Y‰zT| “ A, (77)
and similarly 12 |e1‰ ´ e2‰ ` n0˝f ´ nf˝0| ď 12r|Y‰zT| ` n‚0f _ n‚f0s ď A, so
|r1 ´ r2 ´ pef1 ´ e1fq| ď 2A. (78)
Comparing (78) with (76) gives |ef1´e1f´r2s1´l1´p2s2´l2qs| ď dpoq`4A, and combining
with (76) proves the lemma. 
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The following is our refinement of Propn. 4.12 in the regime of small ∆:
Proposition 6.7. Suppose ∆ ď n1{5, and let τY “ po, iq with J , I as in Lem. 6.6. Then
Er¨¨2ZBnα´pr1,r2qrτY ss ď n´Ξ ErZBnα´r1rσ1Y ss
for Ξ ” Ξpo,J , Iq ” 120dpoq ` 0_ 120p|J | ´ |I|q.
Proof. Recall (59) that 2OBArpi|τY s denotes the set of pair frozen model configurations pη1,η2q
on GB which are consistent with boundary conditions τY , have empirical measure piω “ rω{r
when restricted to R, and have ρ`A internal edges among the unequal spins. Analogously
we now let 2OBA,k1rpi|τY ,Ts denote the set of pair frozen model configurations pη1,η2q on
GB which are consistent with boundary conditions τY and have the given T (see Defn. 6.4),
have empirical measure piω “ rω{r when restricted to R, have ρ ` A internal edges among
the unequal spins, and lastly have k1 as in (75). Let proj1T denote the projection mappingpη1,η2q ÞÑ pη1,µ2q where µ2 equals η2 on T but equals η1 on V zT. We shall compare
2Z
B
A,k1rpi|τY ,Ts ”
ˇˇˇ
2O
B
A,k1rpi|τY ,Ts
ˇˇˇ
, 2Y
Brpi|τY ,Ts ”
ˇˇˇˇ ď
A,k1
proj1T
`
2O
B
A,k1rpi|τY ,Ts
˘ˇˇˇˇ
.
The ratio of their expected values can be upper bounded by repeating the derivation of
(61), but now assuming ∆ ď n1{5 and fixing the spins on T as well as on Y‹ Y Y . Further
accounting for the assignment of A1 ě k1 edges from V‰ to Y00 yields
R1A,k1rpi|τY ,Ts ”
Er2ZBA,k1rpi|τY ,Tss
Er2Y Brpi|τY ,Tss ď
1
nk1{2
plog dqOp∆2qdprεf¨q2{4
dp∆0{2`ρf{4q2
´Cp∆2q2d
nγ2
¯A
,
where we use 2 to denote counts off of T. Recall (77) that |n01 ´ n10| ď A, and note also
n01 “ n201 and n20f ě r21f, so
1
2∆
2
0 ` 14ρ2f “ 12pn01 ` n20fq ` 14ρ2f ě 14rn01 ` n10 ` n20f ` r21f ` ρfs ´ 14A ě 14pρ2 ´ Aq.
Meanwhile prεf¨q2 ď ε2 “ |Y‰zT| ď 2A by (72), so
R1A,k1rpi2|τY ,Ts ď plog dq
Op∆2qdprεf¨q2{4
dρ2{4nk1{2
pd1{4{n4{7qA ď pd{n
4{7qA
dρ2{5nk1{2
ď 1
dρ2{5npA`k1q{2
.
After applying proj1T on the spins of V zT, the spins on T are uniquely determined by the
incoming messages i, therefore
ř
T 2Y
Brpi|τY ,Ts ď ZBrpi1|σ1Y s. From (75) and (72), dpoq ď
2A` k1. Combining Lem. 6.6 gives |J | ` dpoq ď |I| ` 6pA` k1q, therefore
1
2pA` k1q ě r12dpoqs _ r 112pdpoq ` |J | ´ |I|qs ě 112dpoq ` 112p|J | ´ |I|q _ 0.
The result follows by decomposing Er¨2¨ZBnα´pr1,r2qrτY ss as a sum over Er2ZBA,k1rpi|τY ,Tss. 
6.3. Exponential cost of second matching. For i “ 1, 2 let AiW be a random matching on
W , and write AiW PMpoiW , jiq if AiW forms exactly ji pairs pw,w1q with oiw “ oiw1 “ 1. Note
that oW and AW together specify a unique configuration ipoW , AW q of incoming messages.
We therefore rewrite (69) as
vTnα,i “
ÿ
r1,j1,o1,i1U ,
A1W PMpo1W ,j1q
PpA1W qrκr1´j1pσ1U q ÿ
r2,j2,o2,i2U ,
A2W PMpo2W ,j2q
PpA2W qrκr2´j2pσ2U q¨¨2ZBnα´pr1,r2qrτY s.
where τY ” po, iq with i uniquely determined by iU and the matchings AiW .
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Proposition 6.8. It holds uniformly over all realizations T of (66) that
ET rvTnα,is Àd,t e´cdwEZnα.
Proof. By applying Propn. 6.7 together with the fact that the total number of possibilities
of T , ri ´ ji, σ1U , rκ is Àd,t 1, we find
ET rvTnα,is Àd,t
ÿ
j1,o1W
A1W PMpo1W ,j1q
PpA1W qEZWnα´j1rσ1W s
S”Spj1,o1W qhkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkikkkkkkkkkkkkkkkkjÿ
j2,o2W
ψj2po2W q
ndpoW q{20`0_r|J |´cd,ts{20
(79)
where ZW refers to the partition function of the graph GzAW with w ” |W | unmatched
edges, cd,t denotes the maximum possible value of |I|, and ψj2po2W q ” PpA2W PMpo2W , j2qq.
If o2W equals 1 in ` coordinates, then
ψjpo2W q “
ˆ
`
2j
˙ p2j ´ 1q!!pw ´ `q`´2jpw ´ 2`` 2j ´ 1q!!
pw ´ 1q!! “ 2
`´2j
ˆ
w{2
j, `´ 2j,w{2´ `` j
˙Mˆ
w
`
˙
.
This is positive for 0 ď ` ď w and 0 _ p2` ´ wq ď 2j ď `; and if ψw`,j ą 0 then crudely
ψw`1,j1{ψw`,j ď w10r|j1´j|`|`1´`|s for any other j 1, `1. Since w Àd log n, we see that the main effect
in sum defining S ” Spj1,o1W q is the polynomial decay in dpoW q and in |J | ě cd,t:
Spj1,o1W q À
ÿ
|j2´j1|ďcd,t
ψj2po1W q.
Since A1W PMpo1W , j1q, σ1W must equal 11 in exactly 2j1 coordinates, and then (71) gives
EZWnα´j1rσ1W s „ rc´1 qpo1W qλ´j1EZnα (80)
for rc a proportionality constant depending on n, |W |, and λ. Therefore
ET rvTnα,is
EZnα
Àd,t rc´1 ÿ
o1W
qpo1W q
ÿ
j1
ψj1po1W q
λj1
ÿ
|j1´j2|ďcd,t
ψj2po1W q ď rc´1 ÿ
o1W
qpo1W q
ÿ
j1
ψj1po1W q
λj1
„ 1,
where the last step is by a second application of (80). Stirling’s formula gives
ψw`,j “ wOp1q exptw fp`{w, j{wqu, 1 „ rc´1wOp1q ÿ
p`{w,j{wqPC
exptw gp`{w, j{wqu
where C denotes the convex set t0 ď x` ď 1, 0_ p2x` ´ 1q ď 2xj ď x`u, and
fpx`, xjq ” x` log 2´ 2xj log 2` 12Hp2xj, 2x` ´ 4xj, 1´ 2x` ` 2xjq ´Hpx`q,
gpx`, xjq ” ´Hpx` | q1q ´ xj log λ` fpx`, xjq.
Because of the entropy terms, the compact set arg maxx gpxq must lie some positive distance
ε1d away from the boundary of C . By computing the Hessian, we find g is strictly concave
in the interior of C , so it has a unique maximizer pxλ` , xλj q. Now compare
xλj px`q “ arg maxxj r´xj log λ` fpx`, xjqs against x1jpx`q “ arg maxxj fpx`, xjq :
clearly they must be separated by some constant distance 5εd uniformly over all x` near
xλ` . Then, by concavity, there exists a constant cd ą 0 such that ew fpx`,xjq ď e´2cdw for all
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}px`, xjq ´ pxλ` , xλj q}1 ď εd, while rc´1 ew gpx`,xjq ď e´2cdw for all }px`, xjq ´ pxλ` , xλj q}1 ě εd, so
ET rvTnα,is
EZnα
Àd,t wOp1q maxpx`,xjqPC rc´1 exptw gpx`, xjq `w fpx`, xjqu ď e´cdw
as claimed. 
Proof of Propn. 6.1. Follows from Cor. 6.3 and Propn. 6.8 with m1 “ m´ p2{cdq log n. 
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